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Designing good user interfaces is difficult, and thus software development organizations 
need effective and usable design tools to support design work. In this thesis a tool, a user 
interface design pattern library which captures knowledge of good UI design and shares it 
effectively in reusable format to the development organization, was developed for a 
Finnish middle-sized IT organization called eCraft.

The theoretical part of this research starts with presenting different kinds of design 
languages on the domain, where two main concepts are identified; usability guidelines and 
UI design patterns. The different characteristics of these concepts are introduced, and their 
strengths and weaknesses are being discussed. The primary conclusion of this research is 
that UI design patterns is the best concept to document design solutions. Then, the current 
way to design and develop user interfaces at the case company is analyzed in the empirical 
part. The study showed that problems in UI design exist, and usability is not really taken 
into account in daily development work. However, the company employees were willing 
to develop their UI design skills, but they didn’t know how.

After the needs of the organization were recognized and design language for the company 
was selected, literature review continues by researching different kinds of tools for 
managing and sharing patterns. In addition, some interesting related concepts are being 
surveyed. Based on these results, a solution for a UI design pattern library is developed 
using some fresh ideas on this domain. The tool makes possible a living design pattern 
language, whose structure and content gets modified and updated collaboratively by its 
users.

The pattern language is integrated into company’s work processes and introduced for trial 
use in few software development projects. Users’ experiences and attitudes of its usage are 
collected after one and a half months usage period and also partly during it. The results 
showed that the library is considered useful by its user and it makes UI design easier and 
more efficient, bringing several benefits to the case company.
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design patterns, usability guidelines, UI design, usability, web2.0, pattern language, 
pattern library, folksonomy
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Hyvien käyttöliittymien suunnittelu on vaikeaa, ja siksi ohjelmistokehitysorganisaatiot 
tarvitsevat tehokkaita ja käytettävyydeltään hyviä työkaluja käyttöliittymäsuunnittelun 
tueksi. Tässä diplomityössä työkalu, käyttöliittymän suunnittelumallikiijasto joka tallentaa 
tietotaidon hyvistä käyttöliittymäratkaisuista ja jakaa sen tehokkaasti 
kehitysorganisaatiolle uudelleenkäytettäväksi, kehitettiin suomalaiselle keskikokoiselle 
IT-alan yritykselle nimeltä eCraft.

Tutkimuksen kiij ai li suuskatsaus alkaa erilaisten suunnittelukielten esittelyllä, jossa 
tunnistetaan kaksi pääkonseptia; käyttöliittymien suunnitteluohjeet ja suunnittelumallit. 
Näiden kahden pääkonseptin eri vivahteet esitellään, ja niiden heikkouksista ja 
vahvuuksista keskustellaan. Katselmuksen johtopäätös on, että suunnittelumallit ovat 
paras tapa dokumentoida käyttöliittymäratkaisuja. Organisaatiotutkimuksessa kartoitettiin 
yrityksen nykyinen tapa suunnitella ja kehittää käyttöliittymiä. Tutkimus osoitti, että 
käyttöliittymäsuunnittelussa on ongelmia, ja käytettävyyttä ei juuri otettu huomioon 
päivittäisessä työssä. Yrityksen työntekijöillä oli kuitenkin halu kehittää heidän 
käyttöliittymäsuunnittelutaitoj aan, mutta he eivät tienneet miten.

Kun organisaation tarpeet oli tunnistettu sekä suunnittelukieli päätetty, kiijallisuuskatsaus 
jatkuu tutkimalla erilaisia työkaluja suunnittelumallien kerryttämiseen ja jakamiseen. 
Lisäksi muita kiinnostavia konsepteja käydään läpi, joita olisi mahdollista hyödyntää 
työkalussa. Näihin tuloksiin pohjautuen yritykselle kehitettiin ratkaisu käyttöliittymä- 
suunnittelumallikiijastosta, joka käyttää hyväkseen tuoreita ideoita tällä alalla. Työkalu 
mahdollistaa elävän suunnittelumallikielen, jonka rakenne ja sisältö muokkautuu ja 
täydentyy koko ajan käyttäjien toimesta.

Mallikiijasto integroitiin yrityksen prosesseihin ja otettiin koekäyttöön muutamassa 
projektissa. Käyttäjien kokemuksia ja mielipiteitä kerättiin puolentoista kuukauden 
pituisen käyttöjakson jälkeen ja osittain jo sen aikana. Tulokset osoittivat, että kiij asto 
koettiin hyödylliseksi ja se teki käyttöliittymäsuunnittelusta tehokkaampaa ja helpompaa, 
tuoden lukuisia etuja yritykselle.
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suunnittelumallit, suunnitteluohjeet, käyttöliittymäsuunnittelu, käytettävyys, web2.0, 
mallikieli, folksonomia, suunni ttelumallikiij asto
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Abbreviations and Terms

AJAX Asynchronous JavaScript and XML. A web development technique
for creating interactive web application that process user requests 
immediately.

Blog Web Log. An online journal consisting of links and postings in
reverse chronological order.

CMS Content Management System. Computer software that assists its
users to publish new content to websites.

HCI Human-Computer Interaction. “A discipline concerned with the
design, evaluation and implementation of interactive computing 
systems for human use and with the study of major phenomena 
surrounding them.”1

IDE Integrated Development Environment. Programming environment
consisting of a set of programs run from a single user interface. 
Usually consists of a code editor, compiler and debugger, and a 
graphical user interface builder.

PHP PHP: Hypertext Preprocessor. An open source, server-side, HTML
embedded scripting language designed for creating dynamic Web 
pages.

RSS Really Simple Syndication. A technique of describing news or other
Web content that is available for distribution from an online 
publisher to Web users. 1

1 A definition for HCI by Association for Computing Machinery (ACM). Available at: 
http://sigchi.org/cdg/cdg2.html
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1. Introduction
The first chapter gives an introduction to the research topic and presents the goals 
and research questions.

1.1 Background

Usability' has been widely recognized as one of the most important quality 
characteristics of software intensive products. Although the benefits of usability are 
widely known, designing and implementing good user interfaces is difficult (Tidwell, 
2005). There are many reasons for it. For example, designers have difficulty in 
knowing tasks and users, there is a huge number of possible ways to solve any given 
design problem, and there are many different things to the design which must all be 
considered, such as graphic design, implementation time, and standards that should be 
followed (Myers, 1993). In addition to the difficulties associated with designing user 
interfaces, during implementation developers face new problems, such as technical 
constrains in putting the design into practice (Myers, 1993). Like software 
development in general, there is currently no simple solution to make user interface 
design and implementation fast and easy. This is because of the nature of the UI 
design; “It is more like making movies than engineering cars ” (Smith, 2002, para. 1).

User-centered design (UCD) methods and tools provide some help in designing easy 
to use interfaces, but problems still exists. Human-computer interaction and software 
engineering disciplines have both developed methods and tools themselves, which 
have caused a gap between them. As a result, UCD tools and methods are underused 
and difficult to understand by software development teams and organizations (Seffah 
& Metzker, 2004). Until the problems in UI design are recognized, and the gap 
between the software development and UCD process is merged, is it hard to design an 
effective tool for UI design and development (Seffah & Metzker, 2004). These issues 
have recently received increased attention in research literature, and some of the 
difficulties have been resolved (Borchers, 2001; Pemberton, 2000; van Welie & van 
der Veer, 2003; Tidwell, 2005).

The problems in user interface design and benefits of usability has been 
acknowledged at eCraft, a Finnish a software company employing 80 persons in 
offices in Espoo and Vaasa. The company management proposed an idea of 
improving usability and supporting reuse of previous design solutions and thus 
making UI design process more efficient, by developing a design language for the 
company that documents best practices, and guides the design and development. To 
actualize their idea, a usability specialist was hired, the author, and this thesis got 
started. During summer and autumn 2006, different types of design languages and 
related concepts were researched. Based on it and organization research results, a UI 
design pattern library was developed. Finally, a pilot project where the patterns were 
integrated into the development process was arranged during the spring of 2007. This 
paper describes the process and results of the study. 1

1 For example Jakob Nielsen (1993) describes usability comprehensively in his book. According to 
him, usability has multiple components and it is associated with five usability attributes, which are 
leamability, efficiency, memorability, errors, and satisfaction
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1.2 Benefits of UI Design Languages

Several writings have been written about the benefits of using guidelines, design 
patterns, and other design guidance in UI design process (Nielsen, useit.com: Jakob 
Nielsen's Website, 2004; van Duyne, Landay, & Hong, 2002; Spool, 2006; van Welie 
& van der Veer, 2003). Usage of these design languages is advantageous for the 
development organization, the customer, and the end user. In an ideal situation, they 
improve the consistency of the user interface and UI quality, make designing and 
implementation more efficient, provide business advantages for software companies, 
and work as common language communicating the design knowledge to the 
designers, developers, and other stakeholders.

For the user and customer, bad user interface means bad software. UI is the only part 
they can make sense of when evaluating whether the software has everything they 
need in it. As design languages provide principles and concepts that lead to usable and 
consistent user interfaces (Pemberton, 2000), users benefit. Consistency makes 
interfaces easier to use and leam, because users’ don’t have to learn new tricks as they 
move around (Stewart & Travis, 2002). Knowing that the same commands will 
always have the same effect makes users feel more confident using the system and 
encourages trying other features too. This leads to improved productivity because 
users can perform their actions faster and with fewer errors. As a result, user is more 
satisfied with the system (Nielsen, Usability Engineering, 1993).

From a software company point of view, design languages may provide several 
advantages. In common, usability required for use of software is widely recognized as 
an important requirement for user acceptance and satisfaction. While an increasing 
number of customer companies base their purchase decisions at least partly on the 
ease-of-use of a product (Rohn, 2005), software companies need to take usability 
more seriously. Using design languages, such as guidelines and design patterns, is 
rather fast, cheap and easy method to improve company’s product quality.

UI design and implementation are quite possibly among the most tedious and time 
consuming tasks in a software project. Design languages can simplify design and 
development and can thus reduce development costs significantly. Patterns provide 
reusable, high level design instructions, solutions to a problem in a context, and 
guidelines define more specifically how UI details should be implemented. Using 
them usually reduces the amount of design decisions and thereby the design and 
development work need less effort. Usage of design languages can lead to reduced 
maintenance costs too, because when basing the design of initial user interface on 
good proven design decisions, less problems in the UI is expected to be found after 
implementation has started. This, in turn, results in fewer code revisions, saving both 
time and money. Among the rule of thumb by IBM (2001) “every dollar invested in 
ease of use returns $10 to $100”.

It is common that software teams suffer lack of usability knowledge. Particularly in 
small and middle size organizations, software engineers who are typically unaware of 
usability, often both design and implement the whole system. Even though the 
company have hired a usability expert, communicating his knowledge to the others is 
difficult because of lack of common language. In general, people within a role often 
have difficulty communicating what they know to outsiders, but to work together well
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people with different roles must leam to appreciate each other’s language, traditions 
and values (Kim, 1990). Especially design patterns help to improve communication 
within the team, and also serve as a corporate memory of design expertise supporting 
company growth.

1.3 Aims of the Thesis

The main target of this research project was to find a way to document and 
communicate user interface design knowledge inside the organization to increase 
usability and consistency in applications developed by the company. The second goal 
was to reduce time spent on UI design and development, by providing means to reuse 
this knowledge effectively, which should lead to lower development costs. In the 
preferred state, organization’s productivity increases, and customers are more satisfied 
with company’s applications, bringing more profit to the case company.

A proposed solution to achieve these goals is to create a design language for the 
organization that captures design knowledge and distills it into reusable solutions, and 
develop a tool, a repository that provides software teams with powerful access to this 
information during the UI design and development process. The tool should also 
provide means to develop the language further to make it evolve with the 
organization. This tool is build and evaluated through a case study.

1.4 Research Questions

The following research questions were raised to help in achieving the targets set:

1. What kind of design language the company needs?

This is the most important research question and forms a basis for the rest of the 
research questions. To give an answer to this question, it is necessary to:

a) Study what kind of design language concepts exists and what are the 
characteristics that make them effective and useful.

b) Identify what are the characteristics of the current software development 
process and how UI design and development is taken into account at the 
company.

c) Understand what is the current level of UI design skills at the company
d) Recognize who will be the users of this design knowledge.
e) Identify the main problems in UI design at the company.

The answer to the first issue (a) is given based on literature review. The rest of the 
issues (b-e) will be answered based on the results of organizational environment 
research of the case company.

2. How the design language should be organized and distributed in the 
company?

After the design language for the company has been defined, it is important ask how it 
should be shared and managed. To answer this question, different kinds of tools and 
techniques for distributing and managing design knowledge needs to be surveyed.
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Until the final answer can be given, also the needs of the users must be recognized.

3. How to integrate design language usage into the current working 
practices?

Understanding the current way to develop software at the company is essential in 
finding the means to make design language usage an integral part of UI design and 
development process.

4. Does the usage of design language bring additional value to the UI design 
and development?

The last research question helps in evaluating the results of this study. The answer is 
given by studying the effect of using the design language in design and development 
work.

1.5 Professional Background Statement

The author has studied for Master of Science degree in the Computer Science 
department at Helsinki University of Technology, majoring in User-centered product 
development, with a minor in Interactive digital media. The major was organized in 
co-operation with the University of Art and Design Helsinki, Department of Industrial 
Design, and the University of Helsinki, the unit of Cognitive Science. The most 
interesting courses for him were related to user interface design, cognitive 
psychology, and digital media contents and technologies, especially Web2.0.

In addition to educational background in the research domain, he has worked for 
several years part-time as a software engineer specializing in user interface design and 
development, and for the last two years as a usability specialist. In his current work 
his interests include especially agile usability engineering techniques.

The interdisciplinary studies and work experience in both HCI and software 
engineering disciplines have developed an understanding of challenges in integration 
and use of multi-disciplinary design knowledge.
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2. Research Framework
In the second chapter, the research framework used in this thesis is presented. First, 
the constructive research approach is explained, followed by description how it is 
applied in this research.

The work described in this thesis is an example of constructive research approach, but 
it contains also some aspects of action research. The constructive approach, also 
known as design science, is a research procedure for producing innovative 
constructions, artefacts, whereas artefacts refer to entities that produce solutions to 
explicit problems (March & Smith, 1995). In this research the artefact is the tool for 
capturing, managing and sharing design language. The reason for selecting the 
constructive approach was the need for doing practically relevant research and a 
constructive approach was reported to suit well for that purpose (Lukka, 2002). In the 
following, the constructive research approach is presented. Then, the research 
approach and process used in this thesis is explained.

2.1 Constructive Research Approach

Constructive research approach is a case study method that is used to solve problems 
in the real world and to make contribution to the theory of the discipline in which it is 
used. It creates knowledge about how the problem can be solved, or how the solution 
is new or better than the solutions that already exists (Lukka, 2002). A characteristic 
of these constructions is that they are invented and build, not discovered (Lukka, 
2002).

The constructive research approach has been developed in the domain of business 
administration (Kasanen, Lukka, & Siitonen, 1993; Mattessich, 1995). However, the 
same or similar research approach has been also used in other domains, such as 
technical sciences and information systems, with good results (Lukka, 2002).

The elements of constructive research are illustrated in figure 1. Theory connection 
refers to the previous knowledge of the subject on which the construction will be 
based, while the practical relevance refers to the conducted problem analysis 
(Järvinen, 2001). The construction, implementation of the solution to the initial 
problem, is the central element in constructive research. Practical functioning of the 
construction is usually confirmed through case studies to ensure the validity of the 
solution. The ideal result for constructive research is that it provides also significant 
theoretical contribution by finding solutions to theoretically relevant problems 
(Lukka, 2002). However, from the academic point of view, practically failing projects 
could also have theoretical implications, because the difficulties in the research 
process can be used to modify the theory (Lukka, 2002).
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Practical
Relevance

Practical
Functioning

CONSTRUCTION 
Problem Solving

Figure 1: Elements of Constructive Research, Adapted from Kasanen, Lukka and 
Siitonen (1993, p.246).

2.2 Constructive Research Process as Applied in This 
Thesis

According to Lukka (2003), the constructive research process involves seven steps 
which are described by the picture below (Figure 2). In practice, the steps do not 
follow each other in a sequence, because the constructive research process is usually 
highly iterative. This research project wasn’t an exception, although it more or less 
followed the phasing presented below. For example, ideas for the solution popped up 
in different phases of the process and the implementation of the solution was partly 
re-designed for several times when new interesting concepts and technologies came 
up during some further literature research.

Theory
Connection

Theoretical
Contribution

Figure 2: Constructive research process according to Lukka (2003).

In the following, the content and objectives of the phases are described as applied in 
this thesis. 1

1. Finding the research subject is the most important phase in every research. The 
research should produce practical contribution through case studies, but it 
should also have research potential. In this thesis, the relevant problem is that
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software teams in the case organization design different solutions to similar 
design problems again and again, producing less usable user interfaces and 
wasting a lot of time on “reinventing the wheel”. A solution to this problem 
would be an efficient tool to support UI design that captures and shares the 
cumulative knowledge of design issues between designers, developers, 
usability professionals, and other stakeholders in the case organization. 
However, this kind of tool didn’t exist.

2. The case organization had a positive attitude towards the research project, and 
it was committed to the research. The idea for the research came from the 
organization itself, and the researcher, the author, was hired and integrated as a 
part of it. The author was allowed to work two to three days a week with the 
research project and development of the construction will continue also in 
future.

3. The adequate knowledge to carry through this project was obtained by first 
studying relevant literature considering different ways to do document design 
knowledge. Two main concepts, usability guidelines and UI design patterns 
are presented and differences between them are being discussed. Second, 
related concepts and existing tools that gather this design knowledge and keep 
it organized and linked together using semantics, are being studied and their 
strengths and weaknesses are pondered. Third, as the construction is developed 
for case company, a field study with observations, interviews and other case 
study methods was required to get insights into the state of affairs in the 
organization to be able to integrate it into development process. And since this 
study is based on UCD principles, recognition of users’ needs and preferences 
was necessary to develop construction that is really useful to the organization. 
In addition to the third step, since patterns for case company are gathered from 
existing resources, these resources needs to be studied to make collecting 
possible.

4. In the previous step relevant technologies and approaches were studied to find 
new viewpoints and thoughts to innovate a solution idea and develop a 
problem solving construction. This step is critical because if an innovative 
construction cannot be designed, there is no point in going on with the project 
(Lukka, 2002). In this thesis this construction is referred to as the “UI design 
pattern library”, which is a solution for a tool that captures good design 
solutions and helps deliver them to software teams.

5. Next, the construction was implemented based on the results in the previous 
chapters, and a pilot project where it is introduced into development process 
was arranged to test how it works. Eventually, conclusions based on the 
analysis were drawn.

6. In the sixth step of the research process the scope of applicability of the 
solution is discussed. In this phase the results of the process and its 
preconditions are analyzed.

7. Finally, the theoretical contribution is identified and analyzed.
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The following table (table 1) shows relationships between the research process and 
the chapters in this thesis:

Table 1: Relationships between the research process and the chapters in this thesis.

1. Find a practically relevant research 
problem.

Chapter 1 & 2

2. Examine the potential for long-term 
research co-operation

Chapter 2

3. Obtain deep understanding of the topic 
area

Chapters 3, 4, 5 & 6

4. Innovate a solution idea and develop a 
problem solving construction

Chapter 6

5. Implement and test the solution Chapters 6, 7 & 8
6. Ponder the scope of applicability of the 
solution

Chapter 9

7. Identify and analyze the theoretical 
contribution

Chapter 9
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3. Design Languages
This chapter gives an overview of different design languages, which are concepts for 
documenting design knowledge, and discusses the different variations and differences 
between them. Two main concepts can be identified, which are in this thesis referred 
to as usability guidelines and user interface (UI) design patterns. Different kinds of 
usability guidelines are presented first, followed by UI design patterns. Finally, a 
summary of findings is being discussed and the best concept for the case organization 
is selected.

As the usability field is getting on in age, the need for documenting and distributing 
the cumulative wisdom on the design of interactive software systems becomes more 
and more important to the design of usable user interfaces (Henninger, 2001). This 
design knowledge is needed in a variety of contexts, such as (Pemberton, 2000; 
Vanderdonckt, 1999):

• During the formation or rearrangement of software development team to 
ensure the consistency across applications

• During the prototyping phase to obtain as soon as possible a static or working 
UI prototype that can be showed, tested and evaluated.

• During the design process to find a solution to a design problem
• During the programming phase to guide, orient, and ensure a UI development 

within the developing environment for the targeted technology platform.
• During the testing phase to evaluate the quality of the user interface
• In communicating knowledge between people with different backgrounds, 

particularly programmers, managers and designers to share this knowledge

There are today a lot of concepts for capturing and disseminating this information 
with contents varying both in quality and level of detail. This knowledge is typically 
referred to as usability guideline, or its close relative, UI design pattern.

3.1 Usability Guidelines

Usability guidelines are documented design principles that designers and developers 
follow to guarantee the usability when creating the user interface (Vanderdonckt, 
1999). A guideline can span from very general, high-level expressions (principles) 
applicable to most interactive systems, to low-level statements limited to specific 
design problems in certain context (conventions) (Ohnemus, 1997). The levels of 
different guidelines are defined above in more detail. This classification adapts 
Ohnemus’ (1997) way to group web style guides: 1

1. Principles are the goals and aims which guide design decisions that occur 
during the development process. They are general, abstract design rules 
providing general understanding of usable design.

2. Guidelines and rules are based on principles specific to a particular domain 
of design. For instance, a guideline for web design could be “Use meaningful 
link labels” or “Use site maps”. They give a clear direction for design.
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3. Conventions and recommendations are specific, agreed-to design practices, 
reflecting the needs and terminology of the organization. An example of 
convention could be: “Use company logo at the top of each view”.

Specific

All domains 
general

Figure 3: Different levels of guidelines, adapted from Ohnemus (1997).

Categorization of Guidelines

Guidelines exist in several different forms, containing various types of information, 
depending on source (Scapin, et al., 2000). In table 2, guidelines are categorized by 
source and level to help expressing the differences between them. In total, five 
different categories were found in this literature research, which are presented in the 
following sections.

Table 2: Categorization of guidelines by source and level.

X X X
X X X
X X X

Isolated Guidelines

Isolated guidelines are statements containing tried and tested design wisdom 
(Mariage, Vanderdonckt, & Pribeanu, 2005). An isolated guideline can contain 
examples of its usage, rationale explaining how to apply it, and sources. Each 
guideline is distilled from research and experience by people involved by the 
guidelines, for example, users and developers. Guidelines can be committed to a
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specific aspect of usability, as grouping of objects, or to a particular user interface 
idiom, such as spreadsheets, forms or text editors. A downside with isolated 
guidelines is that they are often hard to access by developers and designers, as they 
are typically published in conference proceedings or journals papers instead of 
common guideline resources (Manage, Vanderdonckt, & Pribeanu, 2005). Research- 
Based Web Design and Usability Guidelines by the U.S. Department of Health & 
Human Services2 is an example of a public guidelines resource.

Standards

Standards comprise a set of functional and operational requirements and 
specifications aiming to standardize the design of user interfaces (Stewart & Travis, 
2002). They are formal documents published by national or international 
organizations of standardization that can be military, governmental, civil or industrial. 
Standards are developed through some form of consensus and formal voting process 
(Stewart & Travis, 2002). The main target for standards is to encourage consistency in 
user interfaces and in that way make user interfaces easier to use. Standards differ 
from isolated guidelines by specifying how the interface should appear to the user, 
whereas a set of isolated guidelines provides advice about the usability characteristics 
of the interface (Nielsen, Usability Engineering, 1993).

Nielsen (1993) has identified 3 main types for standards: national and international 
standards, industry standards and in-house standards. International standards are more 
broad statements of performance levels to be achieved rather than specific instructions 
how the UI should look like because of the changing nature of the computer field and 
slow-moving nature of international standards organizations. One of the most well- 
known international standards is ISO 9241 by International Organization of 
Standardization.

Industrial standards and in-house standards, also known as style guides, are more 
specific, related for example to a particular operating system (e.g., MS Windows), 
software provider (e.g., IBM), or to an organization. They describe how the UI should 
look and work in great detail. Regrettably, guidelines are conflicting with each other 
with respect to these details. For example, Text Boxes-guideline in Windows Vista 
User Experience Guidelines (Microsoft, 2006) says “Right align numeric text 
whenever possible”, while in-house style guide could suggest to left align. Another 
problem with them is that they cannot guarantee usability of the overall interface as 
they concentrate too much to low-level issues (Nielsen, 1993). And instead of 
reducing the amount of possible design solutions, using style guides may just lead the 
designer to a situation where he has even more choices than before, which can make 
design a lot more complicated (Tidwell, 2005).

Because the specific nature of industrial and in-house standards, they are transient. 
Toolkits, technologies and trends come and go, and as soon as developers get 
comfortable with one, another arises to take its place. Nevertheless, style guides are 
very efficient tools to ensure consistency within a single user interface environment, 
although they do not carry over well to a different environment. Significant examples 
of style guides in addition to Windows Vista User Experience Guidelines already

2 Available at: http://www.usabilitv.gov/pdfs/guidelines.html
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mentioned include Apple Human Interface Guidelines' and Java Look and Feel 
Design Guidelines3 4, which are both available online.

Usability Heuristics

Usability heuristics are general principles for user interface design. The heuristics are 
rather broad and applicable to any type of user interface, including text-based and 
graphical interfaces (Nielsen, 1990). Heuristics are often used as an inspection method 
to evaluate a user interface design. Heuristic evaluation is done as systematic 
inspection of a user interface design for usability. It is an effective method in finding 
major and minor problems in UI.

One of the most cited heuristics in the literature are Ben Schneiderman’s (1997) eight 
golden rules for user interface design and 10 usability principles by Rolf Molich and 
Jakob Nielsen (1990). Nielsen further revised his and Molich’s principles, resulting in 
the 10 heuristics (1994). Two of them are listed below:

User control and freedom
Users often choose system functions by mistake and will need a clearly 
marked "emergency exit" to leave the unwanted state without having to go 
through an extended dialogue. Support undo and redo.

Error prevention
Even better than good error messages is a careful design which prevents a 
problem from occurring in the first place. Either eliminate error-prone 
conditions or check for them and present users with a confirmation option 
before they commit to the action.

Usability heuristics are useful to find and categorize a bad characteristic of an existing 
interface design, and to trace this back to the rule it breaks, but they don’t provide 
concrete examples nor help designers during the design of a new system.

Ergonomic Algorithms

Ergonomic algorithms aim to incorporate guidelines into software tool that is capable 
of some form of processing of guidelines, to support either design or evaluation of the 
user interfaces. To the author’s knowledge, most of the current tools are some kind of 
automated evaluation tools for Web usability guidelines. For instance, WebXACT5 
from Watchfire is an online service that automatically scans a Web page against 
guidelines, checking for a variety of issues, including quality, privacy, and 
accessibility. Another example, Design Advisor (Faraday, 1999), automatically 
evaluates a Web page while the designer is modifying its content. The evaluation is 
based on a visual hierarchy of perceptual guidelines and embedded in a web editing 
tool, allowing the user to spot potential design problems, as shown in figure 4.

Automated tools are usually development environment specific, which is one reason 
why they are not widely used. A lot of research on the automated tools has been done 
during recent years, but just few commercial tools are available at present.

3 http://developer.apple.com/documentation/UserExperience/Conceptual/OSXHIGuidelines/
4 http://iava.sun.com/products/ilf/ed2/book/
5 See: http://webxact.watchfire.com/
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Design Rules

Design rules exist in a set of functional and operational requirements specifying the 
design of a particular interface. They are presented in an unambiguous manner which 
does not require any special instructions or any other effort to be interpreted and 
applied by the developer or designer (Manage, Vanderdonckt, & Pribeanu, 2005). But 
because design rules are very detailed, they can’t be used in other contexts and they 
leave little freedom for the designer to decide how to apply them.

The following is an example of design rules from KDE User Interface Guidelines 
(KDE e.V., 1999) for reports and other electronic documents:

• Summary first (at top of the page).
• One idea per paragraph, summarized in the first few words or sentence.
• Highlight key words. Highlighting can be achieved by hypertext links, and 

changes in typeface or color.
• Meaningful headings (headings are highlighted like key word).

Guidelines Shortcomings

Usability guidelines in different forms have been around for some time, and have had 
some effect on the design of user interfaces. However, the full potential of guidelines 
has remained unrealized, because they suffer from series of shortcomings, some 
already mentioned above, that reduce their value.
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According to Manage, Vanderdonckt, and Pribeanu (2005), the level of guideline 
expressiveness and the confidence in applying guidelines heavily depends on the 
guideline type and the source where the guidelines come from. Figure 5 shows that 
the need for interpretation is determined by the guideline type. The more general the 
guideline is, the more it needs interpretation to apply it successfully. Specific 
guidelines, such as design rules, do not require interpretation, but the scope of the 
applications where they could be used can be so narrow that applicable guidelines are 
lacking.

General
guidelines

Abstract
interpretation

Heuristics
• Standards

Isolated guidelines 

Ergonomic algorithms

Design rules

Specific
guidelines

Concrete
interpretation

Figure 5: Guideline interpretation according to guideline source, adapted from
Mariage et al (2005).

Second major shortcoming found in their study was a consequence of the previous 
issue: nearly all guidelines require some interpretation, because guidelines are usually 
delivered without context of use, preventing designer to know when and how to apply 
them. This activity may vary significantly from person to another, depending on her 
skills and knowledge of the intended context of use.

Stated by Renninger (2001), usability guidelines often become a static document read 
only by usability professionals and used just to evaluate UI conformance to usability 
standards. Guidelines are commonly used too late in the development process, after 
the user interface is implemented and making changes is hard. One of the reasons for 
lack of use of the guidelines is the used language in guidelines, which may be hard to 
understand by a software engineer, designer or other people who do not belong to HCI 
discipline (Mariage, Vanderdonckt, & Pribeanu, 2005; Vanderdonckt, 1999). Another 
reason according to Scapin et al. (2000) is that there is no standardized way to 
categorize and organize guidelines, making it difficult to find an appropriate guideline 
from a guideline resource.
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3.2 User Interface Design Patterns

During the last few years, research on design patterns has emerged as an alternative 
approach to guidelines (Pemberton, 2000; Tidwell, 2005; Javahery & Seffah, 2002; 
van Welie & van der Veer, 2003). Because a lot of people have worked on the 
patterns, the same concept is known under different names, like user interface 
patterns, interaction patterns, usability patterns, web design patterns, and workflow 
patterns. Although there are some differences between them, they all provide good 
solutions to design problems in interaction and interface design.

A user interface design pattern is a document that describes a common UI design 
problem and a good solution for that problem, in a way that the solution can be reused 
over and over again. Unlike guidelines, patterns explicitly focus on context and tell 
the designer when, how and why the solution can be applied (van Welie & van der 
Veer, 2003). Patterns capture a common structure, usually a very familiar one that is 
easy to recognize, without being too concrete on the details, giving the flexibility to 
be creative, think “outside the toolkit”, unlike guidelines. For instance, a designer who 
needs to place a lot of material on the page can use a “Modular Tabs”-pattem 
(Appendix 1). The pattern describes the solution at a high level, but leaves for the 
designer to decide how to split up the content into pieces, what to name them and how 
exactly the “Modular Tabs” will look like when it’s done.

Each pattern consists of three main elements: the situation, the problem of clashing 
constrains or forces, and the canonical solution. The situation or context explains 
under what conditions this solution will address the problem. The system of forces 
can be thought as the problem or goal, and the solution is a configuration that brings 
the forces into balance or solves the problems presented (Alexander, 1979). Usually a 
pattern has also some descriptive pictures of example implementation, references to 
systems where it is in use, and links to related patterns. Examples of UI design 
patterns describe such things as good defaults, forms and navigation bars. The 
Softkeys-pattem from Martijn van Welies’s Web Design Patterns collection (2005) in 
figure 6 describes the problem of user’s need to know where the functionality is 
accessible. It provides the context where it could be applied and an example with 
image where it is in use. It also has a rationale explaining why it should be used.
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Softkeys

Author
Problem
Principle
Context

Forces

Martijn van Welie
Users need to know where the functionality is accessible.

Systems where no dedicated input device can be used. There is space for several 
buttons but the number of functions is higher than the number of buttons that can 
be accommodated.

♦
♦

♦

Solution Reuse the same buttons for several functions while keeping the location.

Rationale

Examples

Known Uses 
Related Patterns 
Implementation

Put the buttons at the border of the working space and put the label next to the 
button inside the working space or if possible in the buttons themselves. A softkey 
is a button whose function changes according to what is displayed above it.

Button 3
label

label
Work
Area

label

label

When the screen space is 
limited use physical buttons, otherwise use "soft-buttons".
By fixating the buttons' locations, the functionality is always accessible in the same 
way. The buttons only occupy a minimal space and the screen size is optimised.
The physical buttons make it very durable.
This is the Nokia 7110 WAP telephone where the two buttons on the bottom are

being reused in menu's and WAP use.
Flight management systems, Automated Teller Machines, WAP telephones, PDAs

Figure : Example pattern for softkeys from Martinj von Welie’s Web Design patterns 
collection (2005).

It is essential that patterns have rich and graphically interesting structure, using very 
accessible and explicit language, rather than technical terminology. This, in particular, 
allows the patterns to be used for communication across disciplines, e.g., in 
interdisciplinary teams with UI designers, software developers, usability experts, and 
users, with different skills and backgrounds (Segerståhl & Jokela, 2006). Everyone 
should be able to see if a design solution has a particular feature or not. Each pattern 
represents the current understanding of what the best agreement is for solving a 
particular problem. This means they shouldn’t be “read-only”. Instead, pattern 
libraries should make possible for designers and developers to identify and describe 
their own patterns and publish them via the Web, where they can be commented and 
adopted by a community (van Welie & van der Veer, 2003).
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History

The concept of ‘design patterns’ was developed by Christopher Alexander and his 
team (Alexander, Ishikawa, & Silverstein, 1977) during the seventies within the field 
of architecture. The formal methods in architectural design had resulted in buildings 
which failed to meet the real needs of the people living and working in them. He 
recognized the context as an important aspect to be considered during design, and 
developed patterns which aim at solving wants, needs and fears that exist in the usage 
of a building.

In 1995, the concept of design patterns was introduced to computer engineering field 
as “Design Patterns: Elements of Reusable Object-Oriented Software” was written by 
the Gang of Four (Gamma, Helm, Johnson, & Vlissides, 1995), and patterns started 
gaining popularity in computer science. During the same year, Alexandrian design 
patterns were introduced at the SIGCHI conference as method for designing user 
interfaces (Tidwell, 2005). Since then, several papers, books and articles have been 
published on the subject and some web-based design pattern collections have been 
established, of which some of them are presented in the next chapter.

Pattern Language

Even though an individual pattern may be already very worthful for designers and 
developers, it is still just a small bit of the entire design knowledge “puzzle”. To 
unveil the entire body of design knowledge, all the pieces of the puzzle are needed to 
put together (van Welie & van der Veer, 2003). The set of patterns related to each 
other is called a pattern language. Once the solution to a design problem has been 
applied, a new context with more detailed problems comes up. A pattern language 
should be able to provide guidance on how to successfully use combinations of 
patterns from a collection. In Alexander’s book (Alexander et al, 1977), the patterns 
formed a hierarchical language starting out on the level of independent regions, then 
country towns and cities, until the other end of the scale with detailed patterns 
covering the need for a bench by a front door and for different sorts of chairs to be 
provided in a room was reached. In this original idea, the language “generates” the 
design by traversing from the high level patterns to the lowest level of patterns as each 
pattern notes which pattern must be considered beforehand, and which patterns it is 
natural to consider next. However, a recipe or other sequential set of steps to be 
followed, with only one correct path from start to finish, is not a pattern language.

The following example gives an idea how a pattern language can work in a real world 
UI design situation. A designer needs to know how to fit a lot of data to a limited 
screen space. To make the content into easily-digestible chucks, he applies a 
“Modular Tabs”-pattem, which puts the sections of content onto separate panel and 
stack them up making only one visible at a time. This leads to a lower-level design 
problem, because the content in each panel is in unorganized form, making it hard to 
find the information that user needs. The “Modular Tabs”-pattem notes this problem 
is solved by applying the “Sortable Table”-pattem, which puts the data in a good 
order and gives the user feeling of being in control as the data in a table can be sorted 
according to the column values. Another low-level problem occurs, because in this 
case the rows in the table are difficult to separate visually. The “Sortable Table” 
pattern suggests using the “Row Striping”-pattem, which means using two similar
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shades to alternately color the backgrounds of the table rows, making it easier to 
follow a row from left to right and back again without confusing the rows.

Developing a comprehensive pattern language is the main goal in pattern research. 
However, none of the existing pattern collections have managed to create such a set of 
patterns to make up a “complete” pattern language. By a complete UI design pattern 
language is usually meant a set of patterns that can be used to describe all the good 
designs in the world. However, achieving such a language is impossible in practice, 
because opinions of what constitutes good design varies and lives all the time. 
Nevertheless, it as a target helps to develop pattern languages further (van Welie & 
van der Veer, 2003).

Pattern Shortcomings

User Interface design patterns are commonly presented as an ideal concept for 
gathering and sharing user experiences and UI design wisdom. However, recent 
studies have indicated that there are certain issues that reduce their usefulness. Seffah 
and Javahery (2002) interviewed software developers working with UI design 
patterns, and found several problems with engineering and usage of patterns. Firstly, 
there is no universally accepted standard for documenting UI patterns, which has lead 
to patterns that are difficult to interpret. Secondly, there is currently no efficient tool 
supporting the use of design patterns, which would decrease the complexity of pattern 
language and enhance the understandability of patterns. Third, UI design patterns 
usually do not support different implementation strategies for different application 
types, like Web UI, handheld UI and GUI.

Segerståhl & Jokela (2006) made detailed research on the usability of UI patterns and 
focused on the application of UI patterns in the process of designing a user interface. 
One of the main weaknesses they found was that existing patterns are used only 
partially. The reason for this is that several patterns resources exists in different places 
with various patterns, organized in different ways. This makes developers to neglect 
pattern libraries, because all the resources are not found, or because they want to save 
time by using only the most easily interpretable collections. Another major issue was 
that finding and learning a way to manage patterns, and thus using them is time 
consuming. For instance, various different ways to organize patterns caused problems 
in finding an appropriate pattern to the design problem. Also identifying a pattern for 
specific design problem and learning patterns was considered difficult because of 
inconsistent naming of patterns.

Dennis and Snow (2006) conducted a comparative analysis of Web design patterns, 
analyzing four public Web design pattern collections, two of them were in book 
format and the other two were online libraries. The goal of their analysis was to 
understand current approaches to organizing and displaying a user interface patterns 
collection to be able to standardize the common elements of a pattern and build their 
own design pattern library. One of the key findings was that each pattern had only one 
or two example implementations. They concluded that multiple examples would make 
patterns more concrete and easier to the user to apply. Another finding was the one
dimensional organization of patterns. Pattern libraries provided only one way to 
browse patterns, usually by pattern name, making it difficult for users to find an 
appropriate pattern for specific design problem, because the name doesn’t tell enough
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of the pattern. Logically, instead of forcing users to choose one particular view, 
patterns should be possible to browse from several different perspectives. Third, only 
in one patterns library was explained when the pattern should be used in a design 
process. Successful use of the patterns depends on how they are disseminated and 
used in the organization. Just providing the patterns to software teams do not 
encourage to adopt and use the patterns in everyday work. Last but not least, pattern 
library organization, and the form and the naming of the individual patterns were 
inconsistent across libraries, making the use of several pattern libraries at the same 
time cumbersome.

3.3 Selecting Design Language for the Case Organization

This chapter has introduced usability guidelines and UI design patterns, and discussed 
their properties, benefits and shortcomings. Guidelines exist in several different 
sources and forms, and they span from general principles to specific conventions.

» Guidelines are useful concept for ensuring consistency for a certain platform, 
organization, or user group. However, usability is more than just consistency, since 
applications can have consistently bad usability. Guidelines are usually delivered 
without context of use, which makes applying them to a specific situation difficult.

Design patterns are intended for more fundamental design issues. Unlike guidelines, 
patterns describe why, when and how they can be applied, enabling designer to learn 
how a certain design problem can be solved. A pattern language consists of elements 
which represent common design problems and presents suitable solutions how to 
overcome those, and aid the designer by beginning with high-level problems and 
working down to more detailed problems. However, the existing pattern libraries do 
not utilize the pattern language concept to a large degree. As well as guidelines, 
patterns have several challenges to be resolved to come more popular concept in UI 
design. The true challenge is in distributing the patterns; it seems there is no really 
effective means by which to communicate patterns yet. However, this doesn’t mean 
design patterns wouldn’t be useful already.

Based on this study, neither patterns nor guidelines can replace good design judgment 
and use of UCD methods. Each design project has a unique context which needs to be 
recognized. Even solving some very common design problem using pattern or 
guideline might be a poor solution within that context. But with other UCD methods 
and when integrated to the development process, especially patterns are a very 
effective concept to support UI design.

Because of problems from which guidelines suffer and benefits of design patterns, the 
rest of this thesis is based on the argument that design patterns are currently the most 
useful concept for capturing and disseminating UI design knowledge. Therefore, 
patterns are selected to form a design language for the case organization.
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4. Related Research
A survey of current research related to the field was conducted to find relevant 
methodologies, technologies, ideas and approaches to be used in development of a 
tool for organizing and disseminating design patterns, referred to as a design pattern 
library from this on. In addition, design patterns are a rather new concept in HCI 
field, which poses new challenges related to them that are essential to identify and 
understand. In this chapter the results of that survey are presented.

The survey is based on reading around 20 different journals, proceedings, web pages, 
theses, and books related to design patterns and other information that was considered 
important. The main source for finding information was hcipattems.org6, which is a 
collaborative website for people interested in pattern languages in human-computer 
interaction and user interface design.

From the survey data, the most important tools and concepts related to the research 
goals of this thesis were identified. The results are divided into two main sections. 
First, different kinds of tools and ideas for managing and sharing patterns are 
described. Then, relevant concepts that could be used in pattern library are presented. 
Finally, the findings are being summarized and discussed.

4.1 Pattern Library and Tool Survey

The author investigated a selection of different types of pattern repositories and tools 
to find ideas and define requirements for a tool for managing UI pattern collections. 
The ones which were investigated in more detail are presented below.

Yahoo! Design Pattern Library

Yahoo! Design Pattern Library7 is a web-based repository for UI design patterns. The 
front page presents 12 most recent patterns with name, short description and an 
example image of the solution in use (Figure 7). The main navigation is grouped using 
both user and developer perspectives, which provides two different routes to find a 
pattern. When selecting an individual pattern, the whole pattern content is shown with 
links to code examples which exists in another library, and links to related patterns. 
Users can’t edit or submit new patterns, but there is a blog about each pattern where 
they can contribute in development. When a new version of the pattern is published, 
the revision history can be viewed. Other quite similar public web-based pattern 
catalog tools are Welie’s Pattern in Interaction Design8 (2005), Tidwell’s Designing 
Interfaces9 (2005) which exists also in book format, and Sari Laakso’s User Interface 
Design Patterns collection10.

6 Avalaible at: http://www.hcipattems.org
7 http://developer.vahoo.com/vpattems/
8 http://www.welie.com/
9 http://designinginterfaces.com/
10 http://www.cs.helsinki.fi/u/salaakso/pattems/
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Figure : Yahoo! Design Pattern Library front page.

WU Patterns

WU (Web Usability) Patterns" is a web-based pattern collection for designing 
websites. It is published in support of Ian Graham’s book “A Pattern Language for 
Web Usability” (2003). The main difference compared to Yahoo!’s collection is in 
collaboration. Instead of being a static repository, the vision of the site is to build a 
community to develop the pattern language further. According to their vision, in 
future WU Patterns will offer a possibility for everyone to create new patterns, 
improve existing patterns, send in case studies of pattern usage, and comment on 
patterns. The navigation is extended allowing user to navigate using a visual pattern 1

1 'Available at: http://www.wupattems.com/
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language map or via an alphabetical list (Figure 8). Writing new patterns is eased by 
providing a pattern template with guidance on how to write a pattern.
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33. Context-sensitive 
contact link 32. Avatars

Figure : Part of the visual pattern language map at WU Patterns.

The design ideas behind WU Patterns have potential, but the implementation suffers 
from several weaknesses. Pattern content is extremely text-heavy and difficult to scan, 
and none of the example patterns contains any visual examples of their usage. The 
visual pattern language map shows the relations between patterns, but it seems 
difficult to use and understand. Contributing to the pattern language development is 
hard, because the library itself doesn’t provide any tools for that yet. Currently the 
only way to contribute is to send email to the library author, instead of using 
technologies that would make user contribution possible.

PET

The Pattern Editing Toolkit (PET) was introduced by Borchers (2001). PET is an idea 
of an online pattern submission and discussion environment for capturing and sharing 
patterns, quite similar to WU Patterns. One of the key issues in his proposal was 
preparing the pattern content in XML format before submitting it into library. This 
allows the pattern users to show or hide the detailed parts of the pattern content he 
needs. PET also makes possible to create relationships between patterns, and generate 
and present a graphical mind map-style representation of linked patterns. This 
visualization gives an overview of the library and is expected to make it easy to select 
the pattern a library user is searching for. Users can collaborate in pattern 
development by submitting and editing their own patterns, and adding personal notes 
to existing patterns

Borchers described only requirements for a tool, and it wasn’t implemented and thus 
couldn’t be tested for this review. As the author is aware, no development on the tool 
has been done so far.
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The Semantic Web Tool and BORE

Henninger (2006) presented an ontology-based infrastructure for UI design patterns 
that utilizes Semantic Web concepts. The Semantic Web is the idea for the next 
generation of the World Wide Web, in which information is given well-defined 
meaning, enabling computers to “understand” the content of web pages (Berners-Lee, 
Hendler, & Lassila, 2001). On the Semantic Web the semantic level information in 
web pages is encoded using formal language, instead of the current way to encode 
information in natural language in web pages. This formal representation facilitates 
the creation of agents that can make logical decision, which for instance makes 
searching the web more effective and intuitive about how to serve users’ needs. 
Currently, search engines index most of the Web’s content, but they can’t select the 
pages that a user really wants. In their approach, the Semantic Web agents would help 
in making intelligent interferences on the relationships between patterns, binding 
loosely coupled patterns libraries into a strongly coupled pattern language which 
represents the patterns and the context in which they can be applied.

BORE12 (Building an Organizational Repository of Experiences) is a tool from 
Henninger and his team (Henninger, 2003). The Semantic Web Tool is an open 
environment for the creation and validation of UI patterns and relationships between 
them using intelligent Semantic Web technology, and BORE is a tool that uses this 
pattern structure to deliver patterns to software developers. Henninger (2003) believes 
that the biggest problem with UI design patterns is that patterns are not being 
delivered effectively to software developers and there is no formal mechanism to 
evaluate and refine patterns on the community level. He and his team has been 
working on a Java-based software process tool, called BORE, which aims to integrate 
the use of patterns in the development process and create experience-based patterns. It 
has a searchable repository of guidelines, patterns, and cases, which are context- 
specific instances of patterns or guidelines. Rule-based questions lead the developer 
through a set of design decisions based on the characteristics of a project. The system 
recommends patterns and guidelines based on the project characteristics, and software 
developers can add new rules and tailor existing ones to their needs to improve the 
design advice given. However, the tool author has a great role in creating the pattern 
language since the initial rules are defined by him or her. According to Henninger, a 
lot of research is still needed to further understand the complexities of creating 
semantic pattern repositories. The current tool was still at the prototype stage and it 
will require a lot of further development to become an efficient and useful tool for 
designers and developers.

4.2 Related Concepts

In surveying semantic pattern tools and Semantic Web concepts, another related 
concept appeared, called folksonomy.

Folksonomy

The Semantic Web concept approaches the presentation of semantic information 
using standards and commonly agreed process to add metadata, keywords, into

12 See: http://cse-ferg41.unl.edu/bore.html
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objects, such as Web pages, online pictures - or design patterns. Usually only authors 
of the content are allowed to edit this metadata, which forces them to guess what the 
users are thinking. But to understand the users and to create a universal terminology 
that everyone agrees on is extremely difficult or impossible. A folksonomy instead is 
a collaborative categorization methodology allowing users to do categorizing by 
adding their own keywords with their own terms to objects (Wikipedia, 2007). The 
keywords in a folksonomy are commonly known as “tags”, which are terms to 
classify content, and the process for adding keywords is called “tagging” (Wikipedia, 
2007).

The folksonomy is usually social so it has several people tagging the same objects 
with their own tags. The users can see other users’ tags and use the same terms to 
label objects. Gradually this leads to a common language making it easier to find 
things. A folksonomy works as a personal information management system, but as it 
is collaboratively developed, it helps other users to find the information as well.

Folksonomy is a major characteristic of Web 2.0 applications. Some of the most well- 
known online services that use tags are Del.icio.us13 and Flickr14. Del.icio.us is Joshua 
Shachter’s social bookmarking service for people who want to keep track of their 
bookmarks for themselves to access them and add new from any computer, but also to 
share interesting links with other people. An important feature on Del.icio.us is that 
the tags are used to collocate bookmarks within a user’s collection, and also across the 
entire system. For example, user can see bookmarks that are tagged with “patterns” by 
any user, and view related tags that are determined programmatically by the system.

Each bookmark in Del.icio.us contains an URL address, name, an optional description 
and a set of tags. To each bookmark is also attached the username of the person who 
added it, the number of other people who have added the same link, and the time 
when added. User can categorize his or her tags and view them as a list of tags, or as a 
tag cloud. Tag cloud is a visual map of the tags where the most frequently used tags 
are depicted in a larger font for instance (Figure 9).

13Available at: http://del.icio.us/
14 http://www.flickr.com/
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Figure : Popular tags on del.icio.us as a tag cloud.

Flickr is an online photo management and sharing tool, having quite similar system 
for tagging as del.icio.us. The biggest difference to del.icio.us is that Flickr is mostly 
used by individuals to manage the content they have created; their own digital images, 
and users mostly tag only their own images.

The popularity of these services which allow user-developed content and 
classification proves that people want applications that emphasize collaboration. And 
even though just a small portion of all users would do tagging, all users benefits from 
it. But user-developed tagging system has also downsides, such as typographical 
errors and spelling variations, which results in many useless compound terms, making 
searching using tags less effective as the tag set grows too big (Guy & Tonkin, 2006). 
Also, as everyone is free to tag content, some people can systematically misdirect 
people by giving “wrong” keywords, resulting to a chaotic set of tagging terms. 
However, there are methods for improving tags (Guy & Tonkin, 2006).

4.3 Design Ideas for the Pattern Library

In this chapter, tools for managing patterns and related concepts have been presented, 
concentrating on concepts that could be possible to use within the timeframe of this 
thesis. The tools represent a wide range of different kind of concepts, from static web-
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based repositories to intelligent tools which recommend patterns based on the project 
characteristics and context of use, some of them working better than others.

The static repositories were fast and usually easy to use but didn’t provide possibility 
for user contribution as creating new patterns and updating them was possible only for 
the tool administrators. Proposals of collaboratively managed pattern libraries, which 
would make possible to create a living pattern language, have been discussed but not 
yet implemented. Nevertheless, a couple of good points were made on what a pattern 
managing tool should be able to do. For example, using XML based template to 
prepare the pattern content could help in creating a standardized format for patterns. 
The idea behind Semantic Web Tool and BORE was promising, but the current 
prototype was unreliable and difficult to use. It seemed that their suggestion is still 
technically too difficult to implement, but it contained ideas that could be possible to 
realize in some other way. Folksonomy is a user-driven approach to organizing 
content and creating relationships between things. It seems to have potential to create 
an alternative categorization scheme for design patterns, but as folksonomy hasn’t yet 
been used in existing pattern libraries, the power of it in this context is still unknown.

Combining all the pros, it should be possible to create powerful tool for managing and 
sharing patterns. However, to understand what kinds of features are important and 
useful for the organization, recognizing the real needs of the users is essential before 
defining the final requirements for the tool.
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5. Organizational Environment of the Case Study
As the construction is developed for case company, a field study with observations, 
interviews, survey questionnaire, and document analysis was required to get insights 
into the state of affairs in the organization.

This chapter consists of two larger parts. The first part describes the goals for the 
organizational environment research, and research and analysis methods used in this 
study. The second part of the chapter is devoted to the analysis, results and 
discussion.

5.1 Goals for Organizational Environment Research

The organizational environment research was conducted to form a basis for 
discovering suitable patterns for the organization, and to find out how to design the 
pattern library to support the needs of the organization in best way. To reach these 
goals, it was essential to:

• Learn who the users are.
• Understand their environments and business needs.
• Get known to the current software development process the company is using, 

and find out how UI development is taken into account.
• Determine current problems in UI design and discuss what kind of things 

could help to solve these problems.
• Discuss with potential users about their experiences and attitudes towards UI 

design patterns, guidelines, and other design guidance.
• Identify the basic application and UI characteristics.

These were the main themes being under research, but also some other interesting 
information was gathered.

5.2 Data Collection Methods

Yin (2003) suggests using existing documentation, interviews, archival records, direct 
observation, participants’ observation and physical artefacts in case studies. Different 
data collection methods have their own strengths and weaknesses, and therefore a 
good case study should use as many study methods as possible to complement each 
other. Data can be collected as primary, which is collected for the research project at 
hand, or secondary, which is data that has been already collected for other purposes 
than the current research problem (Zikmund, 2000). In this study, both primary and 
secondary data was collected. The selected data collection methods are presented in 
the following sections.

Interviews

Interview as a research method was selected because the author didn’t know much 
about the organization in advance and this method is good to get a starting point for 
the research and gather preliminary ideas from staff (Faulkner, 2000). Interviews were 
arranged as face-to-face-interviews because of its several advantages. For instance,
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compared to group interviews it eliminates the effect arising from social behavior and 
the interpersonal dynamics of the group members allowing opportunity for the 
respondents freely reveal attitudes, feelings and problems (Hirsjärvi & Hurme, 2001).

The interview questions were designed in co-operation with the instructor. The 
questions were tested in a pilot interview, which led to a few minor changes. The 
interview format was semi-structured, which means it follows a common structure 
decided on in advance, but it still allows two-way communication. It starts with more 
general questions designed ahead of time, but during the interview new questions are 
created, allowing the flexibility to probe for details and discuss issues. This makes 
also the interview situation more comfortable and relaxed (Faulkner, 2000). The 
interview questions are shown in Appendix 2.

The interviews were conducted by author at eCraft’s offices in Espoo and Vaasa 
during June 2006. Based on discussions with company management, the core users of 
the patterns library were identified. The group available for interviews consisted of 15 
employees, and most of them had a good understanding of the company and software 
development work. Altogether 8 of them were selected to the interviews, for a broad 
range of teams, consisting of four software engineers, two software architects, one 
project manager/business analyst, and one team manager. Even though each 
individual had a specific role at the company, many of them had to do a little bit of 
everything in the projects.

Time for each interview was scheduled a maximum of 1 hour, but two sessions were 
terminated earlier, when interviewees began to repeat themselves or the information 
was becoming redundant. One of the interviews was conducted in English, one in 
Swedish, and the rest of them in Finnish language. Three of the respondents who were 
interviewed in Finnish had Swedish as a mother tongue, but they were very fluent in 
Finnish. The actual interview started with informal conversation and short 
introduction of what the interview is about. Interviewees were asked for permissions 
to record the interview, which was granted by everyone. Recording was done using a 
laptop computer. Also some notes were taken of certain issues of great interest.

The recorded conversations were transcribed and compared with the notes taken 
during the interview after each session. Some of the respondents sent email afterwards 
to add something they forgot to mention during the interview, and these comments 
were added to the data.

Field Notes and Observation

The author worked as a usability specialist and UI designer in six different software 
development projects during this research project, and thus was a part of the 
development organization. The data gathered in the field was used to validate 
interview data, and discover new information about the actual development work and 
its problems. The author concentrated especially on UI design related issues, attitudes 
towards it, and tools the users used in their daily work.

The observation was carried out without formal methods in daily work at the Vaasa 
office. The author simply observed what people did and talked about, and took notes 
of interesting findings. Employees were not informed about the observations, and
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therefore notes were written usually after the actual project work instead of writing 
actively during conversations to ensure natural behavior. The notes were added to a 
private wiki where they were combined to make the later data analysis easier.

Survey Questionnaire

The survey questionnaire is a good method for collecting subjective responses on 
different topics (Faulkner, 2000, pp.35-39). In this study, it was used to gather some 
quantitative data of opinions and attitudes about the current UI design and 
development process, and to be able to compare it to the situation after the patterns 
were introduced.

The first questionnaire consisted of six close-ended questions, of which two were 
single-choice questions about respondents team and role, and four scalar questions 
that asked the subject to register an opinion using a Likert scale (see Appendix 3 for 
the question set and the answers). The scalar questions were answered in a scale from 
one (strongly disagree) to five (strongly agree), but also a “don’t know” option was 
provided because some of the questions were considered difficult to answer for some 
employees depending on his role. For example, project manager doesn’t necessary 
know how difficult it is to implement the UI according to the UI specification. The 
questionnaire was arranged as an online survey using Microsoft SharePoint 2007 
survey tool, and everyone who was somehow involved in UI design and/or 
development was asked to fill out the anonymous survey in a cover letter sent by 
email. After the survey was closed, anonymous data was extracted from SharePoint in 
numerical format for analysis.

Artefact Analysis

Artefact analysis is a method where objects or products designed and used by people 
in their environment are collected and analyzed. For example, artefacts may be 
printed or electronic documents, emails, manuals, notes, websites or photographs 
(Hackos & Redish, 1998). The artefacts the people make and use can tell a lot about 
how people live their lives (Blomberg, Burrell, & Guest, 2002).

In this research artefacts were collected to understand organization’s culture, to know 
how software development process and workflow are managed with documents, to 
understand communication within the organization, and to see what kind of 
applications and user interfaces the company designs to select suitable patterns. The 
artefact analysis consisted of two parts: Company documentation inspection, and 
application and UI inspection, described in the following sub chapters.

Company Documentation Inspection
Before the actual inspection got started, criteria for selecting artefacts were set. The 
author created a list of artefact types in co-operation with the management, and got 
access to some project specific repositories. For the analysis the author examined 
digital archives for six projects, which contained use cases, persona descriptions, 
scenarios, storyboards, meeting notes, and sometimes a link to an application 
developed in the project. Also the company intranet and web pages were analyzed, as
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well as written documentation about development process, which was developed 
during this study.

From the data gathered, the author took notes about the most important findings, and 
collected useful documents into his computer with notes from where and why a 
document was selected.

Application and UI Inspection
The author examined four desktop applications developed in the company during the 
last six months. Based on discussions with management, these applications were quite 
typical for the company, and thus were selected. Before inspection, a criterion for 
doing the analysis was developed to ensure consistency across analysis:

• Application purpose - What is the application for?
• The most important tasks to be performed with the application
• The most important features in the application
• Users - Who are the users of the application?
• What kind of different UI design solutions exists, and do the same solutions 

get repeated across applications?

The aim for this analysis was to find identify basic application and UI characteristics 
to be able to discover applicable patterns for the case company.

5.3 Data Analysis and Interpretation

Data analysis and interpretation are required to organize and understand the data. 
According to Yin (2003, p.109), data analysis consists of “examining, categorizing, 
tabulating, testing or otherwise recombining both quantitative and qualitative 
evidence to address the initial propositions of a study”. In qualitative analysis the data 
consists of words (e.g. from interviews), pictures or objects (e.g., artefacts). 
Quantitative analysis instead involves analysis of numerical data.

Qualitative Data Analysis

Most of the data gathered in this study was qualitative, excluding questionnaire data. 
Reported by Miles and Huberman (1994), the qualitative data analysis consists of 
three concurrent flows of activity: data reduction, data display, and conclusions 
drawing and verification. Data reduction means the data should be organized and 
simplified meaningfully in order to prevent “data overload”. Data display is the 
second element and goes beyond the data reduction. It means further organizing and 
processing data into meaningful format, e.g. charts, graphs and networks, to allow 
conclusion drawing and verification. To conduct the qualitative data analysis, an 
analysis tool, affinity diagram, was selected to facilitate the analysis process. It was 
used to analyze all the qualitative data collected, expect the data gathered from 
artefact analysis, which was analyzed without using any specific analysis tool.

Affinity Diagrams
An Affinity Diagram is a tool that sorts large amounts of language data, such as 
opinions and ideas, and organizes them into groupings based on their natural
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relationships (UsabilityNet, 2003). It can be used to form an overall picture with key 
issues from the interviews or observations but also to document small details and 
deviations. In this study it was used to combine and analyze the interview and field 
notes data.

The affinity diagramming process starts by writing or printing individual findings 
from user data on sticky notes (such as post-it-notes). Then, the notes are stuck and 
sorted into categories on a white board or a wall as a workshop activity. The notes are 
moved, grouped and rearranged over and over again until logical groups have formed. 
All groups are then named using notes with different color and reviewed again 
(Hackos & Redish, 1998, pp. 329-331). In this study, the initial version of the affinity 
diagram was created using sticky notes, but it was then turned into digital format 
using mind mapping software to allow further processing1". A screenshot of a part of 
the affinity diagram is shown in figure 10.

Figure : A screenshot of a part of the affinity diagram.

Quantitative Data Analysis

The numerical data gathered from the questionnaire was displayed in a matrix format, 
also known as data sheet. The rows in a data sheet corresponded to the cases 
(respondents) and the columns corresponded to the variables of interest (questions). 
The numbers in the cells then corresponded to the attributes of the cases. From this 
data sheet averages and standard deviations for each question was calculated, and 
conclusions were drawn. 15

15 The entire affinity diagram is available in FreeMind Map format at: 
http://users.tkk.fi/~i80706/thesis/affinitvecraft.mm
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5.4 Research Results

The results of the study of organizational environment are presented in the following 
sections. First a general introduction of the organization and development process is 
given which is mainly based on the document analysis, field observation, and 
discussions with management. It is followed by presenting problems in UI design and 
development, UI design and usability skills, and attitudes towards UI design patterns 
and other design guidance, which are mostly based on the affinity diagram. After that, 
users of the pattern library are identified and personas (Cooper, 1999) are defined 
along classes of users. Then, the results from the application and UI inspection and 
survey questionnaire are presented separately. Finally, results are combined and 
conclusions of the study are discussed. Some individual interview comments are 
translated to English and quoted in the results. The original comments can be found in 
footnotes. Each quote includes respondent number and his job role.

Company

eCraft, based in 1999, is a middle sized Microsoft focused IT service company that 
develops solutions to support their customers’ business processes. The company 
consists of two business units, eCraft Custom Solutions and eCraft Etima. eCraft 
Custom Solutions, which is the biggest business unit with 60 employees, of which 45 
are part of the actual development organization, develops custom solutions tailored to 
customers’ needs. Etima with 20 employees is focused on implementing and 
customizing Microsoft’s ERP and CRM products, but they are out of the scope of this 
research project because Etima basically don’t do any UI design or development.

Company’s main customers consist of manufacturing industry companies with over 
50m€ turnover. Understanding customers’ business strategies and goals is an essential 
part of eCraft’s business strategy and therefore they strive for long term relationships 
with their customers. The company has grown radically in recent years; the number of 
employees has almost doubled each year since 2003. Although the growth has been 
rapid, the company has been profitable for the last 4 years.

Software Development Process

At the time this research projects got started, eCraft did not provide any development 
process model for their software teams, but they had some principles in use. However, 
the company was developing an in-house methodology and supporting tools for 
undertaking software projects, called FRAgile. FRAgile was developed to increase the 
efficiency and profitability of projects, and it was partly introduced during this study. 
The management realized that software teams ended up doing a lot of work that was 
not able to invoice for, which resulted in missed budgets and deadlines, and low 
customer satisfaction. In addition, a lot of extra work was done for very little results.

FRAgile contains a set of processes and guidance on how to run software projects, 
and is based on Agile software development principles. Agile software development 
aims to develop and implement software quickly in close co-operation with the 
customer in an adaptive way, making it possible to react to changing requirements
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during development. The major influencers for FRAgile are MSF Agile16, Scrum17, 
and extreme Programming18. For instance, it adopts the use of Alan Cooper’s (1999) 
personas and John Carroll’s usage scenarios19 with storyboards from MSF Agile for 
its requirements.

Software development is done in short timeboxes, called iterations. Iteration in 
FRAgile usually lasts from two to four weeks, but depending on the characteristics of 
project and at what stage project is, the length can vary from one to six weeks. After 
each iteration, small functional bits of the application are released and delivered to 
customer, as opposed to delivering the whole application at the end of the project. 
Iterations can be understood as miniature software projects of their own, consisting of 
planning, design, coding, testing and documentation. Each iteration is split into three 
distinct phases, called “The Line-up”, “The Charge” and “The Aftermath”. The line
up is the initial stage of the iteration, where a plan and goals are set for the iteration, 
based on a comparison of the last iteration’s result and the current project goals. In the 
line-up meeting the project team agrees on what work is going to be done during the 
iteration. The charge is the actual work phase where team implements and tests the 
planned work. The aftermath ends the iteration and the results are evaluated against 
the goals set at the line-up.

The following description is a typical example of work performed within an iteration: 
The business analyst works with the customer and users to understand their needs, and 
communicates this information to the project team by writing persona descriptions, 
scenarios, storyboards, and quality of service requirements needed to implement the 
bits of the application agreed in line-up meeting. Usually personas and scenarios to be 
implemented during the iteration are written in advance, in the previous iteration. This 
is because the customer needs to approve them before the implementation can be 
started, and it is common that the customer wants to change something. When the 
scenarios and personas are approved, software architect or developer review the 
scenario description that is assigned to him with related personas, and start 
implementing it. When he considers it finished, the one who has a role of a tester in 
the project, starts to find and report bugs in the application and check if it works as 
specified in the scenario and storyboard. If the tester finds problems, he writes a 
description for each problem found, and developer(s) start fixing those. When no 
problems are found anymore, the implementation of the scenario is considered as 
finished. However, the customer still needs to approve this finished part of the 
application, and some changes might still need to be done, but those will be done in 
the next iterations as change requests.

Projects

All software development at the company is project based. eCraft does not develop in- 
house software products at the moment except internal tools. Projects vary in size, 
type, complexity and length greatly depending on the project characteristics. The

16 See MSF for Agile Software Development documentation at http://msdn2.microsoft.com/en- 
us/teamsvstem/aa718801.aspx
17 Introduction to Scrum in Wikipedia, available at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scrum (development!
18 Introduction to Extreme Programming, available at: http://www.extremeprogramming.org/
19 Carroll, J. M. (2000). Making Use: Scenario-Based Design of Human-Computer Interactions. 
Michigan: The MIT Press.
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smallest project consisted of only one software engineer and lasted one week, whereas 
the biggest project comprises three software developers, architect, business analysts, a 
project manager and a development time of 6 months. However, usually a project 
team consists of one to three software developers, one architect, project manager and 
business analyst. A common duration for a project is around 2 months. The size of a 
project team might change during a project, and some employees work part-time.

Ul Design and Development Work

Before the new development process was introduced, most of the projects did not 
have any time allocated on UI design, and UIs were designed piece-by-piece during 
the implementation of the software. In some bigger and complex projects UI was 
drafted on a white board together with project team, and few prototypes were done 
using Microsoft PowerPoint or other simple drawing applications.

However, the situation improved dramatically when the new development process 
was introduced with design tools such as personas, scenarios and storyboards. 
Altogether, some problems still remained. To write good personas and scenarios and 
draw storyboards, a good understanding of the business process and users is needed. 
Usually the business process was understood properly because of long-term customer 
relationships, but the real users were contacted rarely, usually not at all. Business 
analysts and project managers were normally in contact only with the customer’s 
technical team, which was concerned mostly in technical details, and didn’t necessary 
understand end-users’ needs. This might have lead to personas and scenarios that 
describe context of use and people’s backgrounds unreliably.

In the field observation came up that in some project teams writing personas, 
scenarios and storyboards was considered somewhat unnecessary and useless. For 
example, one project team wrote them at the end of each iteration, when the bits of the 
application, including UI, were already implemented. Personas and storyboards were 
written only because writing them was a compulsory task in a project. In another 
project, scenarios and storyboards were written well, but developers mostly read 
storyboards only and didn’t follow them accurately, because some solutions were 
difficult to implement, or they didn’t understand the storyboard correctly. But, at least 
in few projects personas and scenarios were in great help.

The style of writing storyboards, scenarios and personas varied greatly. Some of them 
were very detailed describing all elements in the UI and even implementation 
instructions were given, while some were quite vague giving a freedom for developers 
to decide how to implement it. There were differences in the scenario scope too. In 
some cases several different features were merged into one scenario, whereas some 
scenarios consisted of only few small features. In the latter case scenarios sometimes 
overlapped and thus some scenarios needed to be modified when new ones were 
created.

UI development is done using Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 IDE. It is a software 
development product which lets developers create standalone application, web 
applications, and web services. For UI development Visual Studio provides the drag 
and drop utility which allows developers to create a user interface efficiently using 
common UI components, such as radio buttons, text boxes, and panels, just to mention
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few. For example, when the developer needs to develop a feedback form, he first 
creates a form, selects text boxes for inputs, text labels for each input fields and 
buttons for send and cancel operations, and drags them onto the form. Then he sets 
properties for each component, and binds the components to the underlying code and 
tests if it works. Although Visual Studio contains a lot of UI components, the 
company has developed also some extra components to complement the standard 
component set, because Visual Studio doesn’t contain all the components they need.

Employees’ UI Design Knowledge and Skills

Most of the interviewees had a degree in computer science or had studied in the field 
but not yet graduated. However, none of them had taken courses on usability and they 
couldn’t name any user-centered design methods. One developer stated that being a 
user of several applications, one develops an understanding of what is usable and what is 
not. But the general attitude was that the level of UI design experience in the 
company is quite poor and should be improved. A common opinion was also that 
everyone tries to do their best and would like to design more usable user interfaces, 
but they didn’t know how. UI design was considered difficult in general.

“It (UI) is very important; it is the part of software that the customer can see. 
I believe the programmers agree with me, but it is still difficult to know how to 
make it (UI) good. ” 20 (II, SW Developer)
”UI is important, but designing a good UI is difficult”.21 (17, SW Developer) 
“Implementing UIs isn’t a problem, but designing them is; how to make UIs 
usable”22 (16, SW Architect)

The company did not have usability specialist before the author was hired in May 2006. 
However, one person in the management was very interested in usability and had self- 
educated himself by reading a lot of related literature. He had assisted in most of the 
projects in UI related issues, and his opinions had a great influence on the design. Some 
respondents found this frustrating, as redesigning the UI caused extra work.

“It doesn't matter how we design that scenario, X will rewrite it anyway. "23 (17, 
SW Developer)
"Escpecially X has had opinions (about UI design solutions)”24 (16, SW 
Architect)

When asked what kind of things would help in designing usable user interfaces, five 
interviewees answered some kind of common design principles, guidelines or 
instructions for specific design situations or problems would be helpful. Another 
important thing was information about the users and context where the application 
will be used.

20”Kyllä se (käyttöliittymä) on hyvin tärkeä, se on se mikä näkyy asiakkaalle. Uskon et ohjelmoijat on 
samaa mieltä, mut on vaikea tietää miten tehdä se (käyttöliittymä) silti hyvin.”
21 ”Käyttis on tärkeä, mutta vaikea suunnitella hyvä.”
22 ”Niiden itse tekeminen ei oo ongelma, vaan se suunnittelu. Et miten niistä saa helppokäyttösiä.”
2j “Ihan sama miten me se skenaario suunnitellaan kun X kuitenkin laittaa sen uusiks”
24 ”X:llä varsinkin on ollut mielipiteitä (käyttöliittymäratkaisuista).”
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”We could have common principles how to design UIs, and how not to design. 
For example, how to design a component that allows the user to select date. 
There should be a standard way to do that. ”25(I1, SW Developer)

”UIs should be designed in a systematic and professional way. And some kind 
of guidelines that would support that process, how to design UIs 
properly. ”26(I4, Project Manager & Business Analyst)

”...instructions of what kind of things should be considered in design, what 
colors should be used, how some specific functions should work. “27(12, SW 
Developer)
”It is difficult to design easy-to-use UI if we don’t know how it will be 
used. ”28(II, SW Developer)

Two employees though some kind of reusable UI elements or toolkits would help 
them to develop interfaces. It was also mentioned, that it is important to store these 
toolkits in a place where everyone can find and use them easily.

"It would be more important to have some kind of reusable elements to use, 
because the company is growing. And then (we) should know where to find 
those elements. ” 9 (16, SW Architect)

Four interviewees told they tend to copy design solutions to be reused from previous 
projects or other applications when designing new UIs. However, because of tight 
schedules there is usually little time to review existing solutions, and another problem 
was that applications developed by other project teams are not publicly available 
inside the company. The company has a common resource for project documentation, 
but users have access only to the projects they are involved with. Therefore they 
usually just try to memorize solutions they have seen. Utilizing existing solutions 
weren’t always considered useful. One interviewee told they have ended up to bad 
end results because the same solutions didn’t work in new context.

”For example, we have copied the Microsoft Navision UI. Inventing the wheel 
again would be waste of time. ”30(I4, Project Manager & Business Analyst)

”Search form has been always done in the same way. I’ve had a look at 
existing solutions. ” (18, SW Architect)
"I utilize (examples). Absolutely if it is possible. "3I (13, Team Manager)

”1 utilize a lot of the same solutions that has been used previously. For 
example, filling in an address in form is done similarly in several different 
applications. But I have noticed that it doesn 't work in all situations. It affects

25 ”Vois olla et miten tässä firmassa kuuluu tehdä käyttöliittymiä, ja miten ei. Et vaikka se miten 
päivämääränsyöttö tehdään, et ois standardi tapa tehdä se aina.”

6 ”Jäi]estelmällisyys ja ammattimaisuus pitäis ottaa aina mukaan (käyttöliittymäsuunnittelussa). Ja 
jotkut guidelinet jotka tukis sitä prosessia, et osaa tehdä käyttiksen oikein.”
27 ”... ois selkeitä ohjeita mitä suunnittelussa pitää ottaa huomioon, mitä värejä käyttää, miten tiettyjen 
toimintojen pitäis toimia.”
28 ”Vaikea saada käyttöliittymästä helppokäyttöinen jos me ei tiedetä miten sitä tullaan käyttämään.”
29 ”Ois tärkeempi et ois tälläsiä, valmiita elementtejä joita vois käyttää, ku firma kasvaa. Ja sit (meidän)
pitäs myös tietä mistä ne löytyy.”
,0 ”MS Navisionin käyttistä kopsattu esim., Ei kantsi keksiä pyörää uudestaan.” 
31 ”Hyödynnän (esimerkkejä). Ehdottomasti jos vaan mahdollista.”
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how often addresses are inserted and how many of them, one or one 
hundred. ”32 33(I1, SWDeveloper)

Main Problems in Ul Design and Development

The biggest problem in UI design was lack of resources and time. All projects had 
tight schedule, and UI design wasn’t considered very important compared to other 
tasks in a project. One reason for this was that customers don’t understand the 
importance of usability and they don’t want to pay for it. One developer explained:

”If you ask about it (from other employees), they certainly would like to take it 
(usability) into account. But in practice, no project time is allocated to it. It is 
considered as extra time that is not showed to customers, because they might 
think then that we can’t design UIs. They (customers) don 7 necessarily 
understand why we should do that kind of design work. ”ii (12, SW Developer)

In every project one person is responsible of UI design, the one who design scenarios 
and storyboards, and he or she has usually the biggest power to decide how the final 
UI will work and look. The design is sometimes discussed with others, but not too 
often. Some respondents thought that this is a problem and UIs should be designed 
together with other project members, while some said it is good that one person 
designs the UI and others can concentrate on different things.

"We should have some design session where these kinds of things are 
considered"34 (II, SW Developer)

“They (other team members) don 7 give a damn, (they) don 7 deal with UIs 
that much ” (18, SW Architect)

Employees weren’t eager to change the UI if it was once designed. Four interviewees 
stated they need some convincing evidence to believe that other people’s design ideas 
would work better than theirs. On the contrast, two employees told they often and 
willingly change the design based on these discussion.

"If they have some proof, I follow their comments. If it is like they say this 
looks better, then I need like 10 people to say the same, that’s a good proof 
Or if someone say that it makes it easier to use it if it is done this way, if they 
show it to a user and he manages to use it better when it is done that way, I 
believe him. ” (18, SW Architect)
"Yes, it (comments) may affect (the design). If someone else’s way to do 

things is better, it should be used. I’ve used to use pop-ups, but I’ve noticed 
there are other ways too. "35(I4, Project Manager & Business Analyst)

32 ”Hyödynnän paljon samoja ratkaisuja mitä aikaisemmin, esim. osoitteensyöttö sama eri softissa, 
mutta on huomannut että se ei toimi kaikissa tilanteissa riippuen esim. miten usein osoitteita syötetään 
ja miten paljon, yksi vai sata.”
33 ”Jos ihmisiltä (muilta työntekijöiltä) kysytään siitä, he varmasti haluisivat huomioida sen 
(käytettävyyden). Käytännössä, sitä ei erikseen projektoida asiakkaalle. Se on sellaista ekstra-aikaa, 
jota ei haluta näyttää asiakkaalle, koska ne vois aatella et ettekö te osaa tehdä käyttöliittymiä. Ne 
(asiakkaat) ei välttämättä ymmärrä miks sellanen suunnittelu pitäs tehdä.”
j4 ”Pitäisi olla kunnon sessioita joissa näitä asioita mietitään.”
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Usually the customer has opinions about how the UI should work. In many projects 
the software "product is developed to replace customer’s existing system, and the 
customer wants the UI to be exactly the same as in the old system. Convincing the 
customer to believe that different kind of UI design would make using it more 
efficient and intuitive, was considered hard. Reported my management, this was a 
major problem and caused frustration among employees, leading to a situation where 
project teams didn’t even try to make any changes to the new UI.

"The customer could think much differently about things than we do. It is 
difficult to make the customer convinced that our way of doing things is 
better. "35 36 (15, SW Developer)

‘‘The customer might have completely different views how things should be 
designed than I do. "31 38 (14, Project Manager & Business Analyst)

It was quite common that the customer wants to make additions and changes to the UI 
late in the project, when the software was almost finished. Making these changes 
caused usually a lot of extra work and increased the software complexity, because 
these changes need to be integrated with the rest of the software as special cases. 
Often the reason for late-in-the-project changes was that the customer didn’t know 
exactly what they wanted until the software was ready to be tested. But introducing 
the new agile software process reduced the amount of these late-in-the-project change 
requests markedly, as the scenarios and storyboards improved the communication 
between the company and its customers.

”After we have finished (a software), we can receive comments that it is not 
what they want. "3S(13, Team Manager)
"Often the case is that the initial specifications are inadequate; they want us 
to start developing, even though no one knows what "39 (12, SW Developer)

Respondents had problems in deciding what kind of UI design solutions they should 
use in design. For example, the problem of selecting an item from a list has several 
solutions, each depending on context of use and details of the problem. This was a 
problem especially when the design problem was more complex or unfamiliar to 
them.

“If there is a lot of data to be shown, how to fit all of this stuff on the same 
window? Should I have several windows? It is difficult to decide which 
solution is the best. "40(I5, SW Developer)

"If the problem is simple, then it is easy to select the UI elements. For 
example, if you are faced with choosing a UI element to represent name input

35 ”Kyllä se (kommentit) saa vaikuttaa (suunnitteluun). Jos jonkun muun tapa tehdä asioita on parempi 
niin sitä pitää käyttää. Mä oon tottunu käyttää popupeja mut oon huomannu et on muitakin tapoja.”
36 ”Se että asiakas saattaa ajatella asiat eri tavalla kun me. Hankala saada asiakas vakuutetuksi että 
meidän tapa on parempi.”
37 ”Mulla ja asiakkaalla saattaa olla täysin eri näkemys siitä mitä pitäs tehdä.”
38 ”Kun tehdään suoraan joku valmis (ohjelma), niin sit lopuks voikin tulla kommentti et ei tää ookaan 
se mitä halutaan.”
39 “ Usein on puutteelliset lähtötiedot, halutaan et aletaan totetuttaa heti vaiks ei tiedetä mitä”
40 ”Jos paljon dataa, niin mitten mahduttaa ne samaan ikkunaan? Vai pitäiskö sit olla useampi ikkuna? 
Mikä ois oikea ratkaisu, vaikea päättää.”
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on a form. But if you need to select a subset from a list, it is difficult to say 
how to do it. There is no standard control for it.,AI (12, SW Developer)

Sometimes implementing the software according to scenarios or other specifications 
caused problems because of technical issues. Business analyst who usually designs 
the UI does not necessary understand technical constraints and possibilities that affect 
UI design. This can increase technical complexity and coding effort, or make it 
impossible to implement it as planned.

“The one who designs the UI, doesn't necessary know anything about 
technical issues ”41 42 43 44 45(I2, SWDeveloper)

Experiences and Attitudes towards UI Design Patterns and Usability 
Guidelines

Three respondents had used usability guidelines at least once in their work, but none 
of them used those frequently. Finding an appropriate guideline to a design problem at 
hand from catalogs was considered hard and applying those to the design was 
sometimes problematic because of technical constrains and ambiguous guideline 
descriptions. It was also difficult to know what to search for without being familiar 
with the guideline library. Three interviewees described:

”1 need to consider also technical matters; is it possible to follow the 
guidelines if we use Microsoft tools. ,A3 (II, SW developer)

”You need to know what (guidelines) those (collections) contain, what to 
search for. That’s the biggest problem. ’A4(I2, SW Developer)
”1 have scanned those (guidelines) books sometimes, but won’t willingly start 
reading a book with around 1000 pages. ,AS (14, Project Manager & Business 
Analyst)

Only one interviewee was familiar with UI design patterns, and was very content with 
the concept. However, he didn’t use patterns in design work because lack of suitable 
patterns.

“I haven ’t had any problems with those (patterns) because they describe the 
problem, when to use it, in what kind of context, and tells that user is happy 
with this because this and this ” (18, SW Architect)

When asked what kind of design guidance they would need, four respondents wanted 
concrete and visual examples of their usage and one wished also for details when and 
how to use them.

“Examples help a lot, I learn a lot from examples ” (18, SW Architect)

41 ”Elementin valinta yksinkertaisissa jutuissa helppoa, esim. nimi tekstikenttään, mutta esim. jos pitää 
listasta poimia osajoukko, vaikea sanoa miten. Ei valmista kontrollia.”
42 “Se ketä sen käyttiksen tekee, ei välttämättä tiedä mitään teknologiasta.”
43 ”Mun pitää ottaa huomioon tekniset seikat myös; voidaanko guidelineja noudattaa Microsoftin 
työkaluilla.”
44 ”Pitää tietää mitä (guidelineja) ne (kirjastot) sisältää, mitä hakea. Se on suurin probleema.”
45 ”Oon mä joskus käyny selaas noita (guidelines-kiijoja), mut kynnys et alan hikeen jotain 1000 
sivusta kujaa on aika korkee.”
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“First I need descriptions when these guidelines apply, then the guideline, 
then the "why/how" it works better, explanation to know when to apply the 
same concept in another context. ” (17, SW Developer)

“Examples are quite powerful tools. When you see examples how to do it and 
how not to do it... That would be a good way to describe it. ”46 (15, SW 
Developer)

”An example is better than a written description. If you need to read some 
kind of brand manual, you just don’t care to read it through. ”47 48(I2, SW 
Developer)

“(Design guidance) should describe in easy and visual way how to design a 
UI that also supports business process”. (14, Project Manager & Business 
Analyst)

Survey Questionnaire Results

The questionnaire answers were rather similar to the interview and observation 
results, and nothing surprising came up. But the purpose of the first questionnaire was 
mostly to get quantitative data of the situation before the construction was introduced 
to be compared with the results of the second questionnaire arranged after the 
introduction. In the following, the questionnaire results are being discussed question 
by question. The mean scores and standard deviations for each statement are 
presented in figure 11. More detailed results can be found in appendix 3.

In total, 20 responses were received, representing a total of 40% of eCraft Custom 
Solutions business unit’s employees. But as approximately 40 persons of total 50 
employees are part of the development organization, around 50% of them responded. 
14 of the 20 respondents were software engineers or architects, 4 project or team 
managers, one business analyst, and one documentation specialist. All four eCraft 
Custom Solutions development teams were quite equally represented.

18 of 20 respondents either somewhat agreed or strongly agreed that designing good 
user interfaces is difficult and time consuming (mean = 4.2). This result quite 
unambiguously proves that UI design is a big problem in the case organization, and 
something needs to be done. Implementing UIs wasn’t considered as hard as 
designing them, but still 11 agreed that it is difficult and time consuming, while only 4 
disagreed (mean = 3.7). The “don’t know” option got 4 answers to this question, 
which were all received from employees other than software developers or architects.

In the third question, the employees were asked do they consider communicating UI 
design ideas to other project members and/or customers difficult because there is no 
common language. 7 individuals felt that communicating ideas is somewhat difficult, 
whereas 6 either somewhat disagreed or strongly disagreed (mean = 3.0). However,

46 ”Esimerkin voima on aika vahva. Jos keksii ne esimerkit, et näin se kuuluu tehdä, ja sit on toinen 
tapa mut tää on huono... Niin se ois hyvä tapa kertoa asia.”
47 ”Esimerkki ois parempi kiin sanallinen kehitys. Jos pitää vaan lukea jostain brändimanuaalntyylisestä 
niin ei sitä jaksa lukea.”
48 ”Jollakin tapaa (suunnitteluohjeiden) pitäs olla helposti ja visuaalisesti käydä läpi miten suunnitella 
liiketoimintaprosessia tukeva käyttöliittymä.”
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this question may have been difficult to understand by everyone, and it can be 
affected to the results. The question should have been explained more distinctly and 
using more familiar terms. For example, “design ideas” and “common language” can 
be understood in many ways. Nevertheless, only 2 gave a “don’t know” answer.

The most common answer to the last question, “I consider the user interfaces 
developed at eCraft very usable and successful”, was the neutral “Neither agree nor 
disagree”-option with 7 answers (mean = 3.0). Other answers were mostly divided to 
“Somewhat agree” (4) and “Somewhat disagree” (6) options. Therefore, it can be 
concluded that the employees feel the UIs designed at eCraft are not bad, but not 
particularly good either.

Implementing (coding) UIs according to what was 
planned is difficult and time consuming

Designinggood UIs is difficult and time consuming

Communicating Ul design ideas to other project 
members and/or customers is difficult because of 

lack of common language

I consider the user interfaces developed at eCraft 
very usable and successful

4J2 (St.dev. 0.6)

3 (St.dev. 1,0)

3 (St.dev. 1,3)

Figure : Survey results for statements considering UI design and development with 
average scores and standard deviation for each statement (1 = “completely disagree” 
and 5 = “completely agree”).

Application and Ul Inspection Results

Four of the five applications being analyzed were developed to support customer 
companies’ business process’. Two of these were designed for creating and managing 
orders, one was an application for searching and printing customer orders, and one 
was a product data management (PDM) system, used to manage the data for products 
as they pass from engineering to manufacturing. Some of the most usual task to be 
performed with the applications was choosing items, like products, from the 
catalogue, and creating, searching, editing and approving items. The fifth application 
was a time reporting tool for the case company and it was developed as an internal 
project. All of these applications were desktop applications and developed using the 
Microsoft .NET framework.

The users of the applications, except for the time reporting tool, consisted of customer 
companies’ employees and other stakeholders, such as managers, engineers, salesmen 
and accountants with different level of computer skills.
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In this analysis, no common UI design solutions that could make up a pattern were 
recognized from the applications being analyzed. Most of the applications had header 
area and sidebar menu on the left, but those weren’t designed consistently. The same 
types of solutions were designed using very different UI elements which were 
organized in various ways. Only few solutions were implemented in the same way 
across the applications. This proves that there is a need for common UI design 
solutions. Even though no common design solutions were found, some design 
decisions were selected as favored solutions and a lot of design problems were 
identified to be utilized when selecting appropriate patterns for the organization.

Personas

Based on the organization research, two personas were written to achieve better 
understanding of the needs of the pattern library users at the company. Personas help 
to find out how the design of UI pattern library can support users with different goals 
and levels of skill. They also describe the context where patterns will be used.

A primary persona for the pattern library is Emil, a business analyst who is in close 
contact with the customer and responsible of writing personas, scenarios and 
storyboards for his projects. Emil was chosen to be the primary persona because he 
has the biggest role in UI design even though he doesn’t participate in actual UI 
development. The most essential design decisions are done during storyboarding and 
scenario writing phase, and therefore he would most likely to benefit from collection 
of UI design patterns; although he understands what the customer wants, he finds it 
difficult to design usable user interfaces that satisfy the users.

Emil has a good understanding of the business value of the solutions his projects 
provide to customers, but he doesn’t have the technical skills to implement them by 
himself. He is somewhat familiar with technologies the company uses, but he doesn’t 
necessary know all the technical limitations and possibilities that might affect the UI 
design. Emil is keen on making his customers happy by producing high quality 
applications that meet the needs of the client but are still fast to implement.

Oscar, the secondary persona, is a software developer who implements the software 
based on personas, scenarios and storyboards. Although the scenarios and storyboards 
contain the most critical specifications how the UI should be implemented, he still 
needs to make low-level design decisions by himself. Patterns are expected to help 
him in this. In addition, he would also need them to get guidance how the design 
patterns applied in storyboards should be implemented.

Oscar is close to graduation as M.Sc. in computer sciences. He has good theoretical 
knowledge in his field of expertise, and after few years working in the field also some 
practical knowledge about the “real” world of business and software engineering. 
Oscar is interested in designing better user interfaces, but his skills are inadequate and 
he is often too busy to concentrate on design issues. Usually he is forced to implement 
the UI using solutions that are fastest to implement, and sometimes this leads to bad 
results.
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5.5 Discussion and Conclusions of the Results

The methods and results of the organization environment research were presented in 
this chapter. Several different research methods were used because they complement 
each other which lead to more valid research results. As a result, a large amount of 
data from different sources was collected. This includes interview results, 
questionnaire, observation and document inspection data. This data was then 
combined and analyzed using affinity diagram and other methods which allowed 
conclusion drawing.

One of the biggest problems in UI design was lack of time. Patterns can make UI 
design process more efficient in many ways and thus save time and money. During 
storyboarding and scenario writing process, the designer doesn’t have to describe the 
design patterns he uses, because the detailed descriptions can be found in the pattern 
library, and developers can look it up there. Instead of describing each UI component 
separately, storyboards can be designed at a higher level of abstraction which should 
lead to improved communication between designer and developer, and more efficient 
design process. The actual development process is also expected to become more 
efficient because of implementation guidelines and familiar design solutions. In 
addition, patterns might provide some help in estimating the work effort needed to 
implement planned scenarios. Related to these issues, in some project teams writing 
scenarios and using them was considered somewhat useless and extra work. If 
patterns would make scenarios more useful to them, their attitudes towards scenarios 
could become more positive.

Convincing other employees or customers of one’s design solutions was sometimes 
considered hard. UI patterns are based on proven knowledge of design and thus can be 
used as evidence to proof that selected design solutions are good in the context at 
hand. Patterns could also be effective tools for visualizing possible design solution to 
customers.

UI design skills at the case company were inadequate, but the employees were eager 
to improve their skills. A pattern library with visual and familiar example solutions 
may serve as a learning tool for inexperienced employees. For more skilled employees 
it provides a common language for communicating with others in the team; pattern 
names can be used as a way of discussing ideas. It is also possible that patterns will 
make employees more interested in usability issues in general.

The UI design solutions varied greatly across the projects and no common solutions 
were identified in the UI inspection. Concluded from this, previous design solutions 
are not reused in design process. Patterns would work as a source of accumulated 
design knowledge which delivers the design solutions to employees and helps them to 
design consistent user interfaces and contribute greatly to the usability. In addition, 
this can support company growth as patterns help to deliver this design knowledge to 
new employees.

Employees found it difficult to decide how to solve a specific design problem, 
especially when the problem was more complex. Many of them stated that visual and 
concrete example solutions how to solve some common design problems would be 
helpful. Currently, some of them tend to copy design solutions from existing
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applications, but it wasn’t always possible. Design patterns seem to be ideal concept 
for capturing and disseminating these examples, as patterns can contain graphical 
examples of good design solutions, making them easy to understand and apply in the 
design.

The UI is usually designed by person who isn’t aware of all technical restrictions and 
possibilities. Better communication between the UI designer and the developer would 
solve this, but in practice communication is not that easy. But if the designer would 
have a set of patterns which are selected in co-operation with developers, lack of 
technical skills wouldn’t be a problem as the collection of patterns would contain only 
solutions that are possible to implement within a reasonable time frame.

The study showed that problems in UI design and development process exist. But 
based on the research in previous chapters, using design patterns in design and 
development work can overcome at least some of the identified problems and provide 
other essential benefits for the case company.
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6. Development of the Pattern Library
A detailed description of the development of a pattern library is provided in this 
chapter. The chapter includes a development worlflow for selecting and developing 
the initial pattern set, and building an application for managing them. First, the 
process for developing the content, the patterns, for the library is described. Then the 
process for designing and building the library tool with technical details is 
introduced. The pattern library development process adapts some ideas from seven 
C’s methodology created by Gaffar et al. (2003), which is a methodology aiming of 
centralizing and organizing patterns into one collection and providing tools for 
sharing them to the pattern community.

6.1 Process for Developing the Initial Content

The results of the organizational study developed an understanding of what kind of 
patterns would be the most beneficial for the organization. The next task was to 
review existing UI design pattern collections to select suitable patterns to the 
company’s pattern library. Examining existing collections allowed also determining 
what kinds of patterns other UI experts thought were important. The author examined 
5 different UI design pattern collections to gather an initial set of patterns and to find 
common pattern elements used across all libraries. One of the collections was in book 
format and four were online resources. The pattern collections being reviewed were:

• Designing Interfaces (Tidwell, 2005) - A book on interaction patterns, 
containing 94 design patterns for desktop applications, websites and mobile 
devices. Each pattern contains real-life examples and practical design advice. 
Most of these patterns are also available online49.

• Yahoo! Design Pattern Library. 27 patterns for web design. Introduced in 
chapter 4.1.

• Martijn van Welie's Interaction Design Patterns. One of the largest online 
pattern collections for interaction design with around 150 patterns. Contains 
pattern for websites, GUI applications and mobile devices.

• Web Patterns: University of Berkeley Resource for Building User 
Interfaces50. 20 web design patterns for the U.C. Berkeley community of web 
developers.

• Sari Laakso’s User Interface Design Patterns (2003). 21 design patterns for 
desktop applications.

The selected patterns were bookmarked using sticky notes and del.icio.us application 
depending on its format. Because most of the applications developed at the company 
were .NET desktop applications, only patterns suitable for desktop applications were 
selected. One important selection criteria was also applicability to eCraft’s design 
domain. In total, 79 patterns were bookmarked. After the preliminary set was 
established, the author reviewed them in co-operation with company’s chief 
technology officer (CTO), to select the final set for the company. The CTO is very 
familiar with the existing design solutions in eCraft applications and understands also 
technical constrains, and hence he was asked to help in pattern selection. As a result

49 http://designinginterfaces.com/
50 http://harbinger.sims.berkelev.edu/ui designpattems/webpattems2/webpattems/home.php
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of this selection workshop, 19 different patterns were selected to be further processed 
and added to the library (see appendix 4 for a complete list of the patterns in the 
library). However, these patterns were just the most essential ones, which allowed 
launching the library with an imperfect pattern language. Introducing the pattern 
library without any patterns wouldn’t be compelling. After the grand opening the 
patterns will be developed by the organization, and the workflow for this is 
determined in the chapter 7.2.

Pattern Template

After the patterns were collected, a pattern template for the organization’s purposes 
was designed. A pattern template is a list of elements, such as pattern name and 
description, which comprise a pattern. All pattern templates always contain the main 
elements in some form, which are problem, context, solution and forces. The 
remaining elements are extensions that should help making the pattern content more 
clear to the reader. In the research by Segerståhl & Jokela (2006), they concluded that 
integrating pattern collections and compiling the pattern content into a unified format 
would offer a firmer base for developing, testing and using patterns.

The template elements were selected in the UI design pattern collections review 
phase. During the review, differences and common elements used across libraries 
were looked for and analyzed. Then, the elements to be used in the case company 
patterns were chosen and formulated based on the organization research and two 
articles discussing on the topic. Finally, the elements were codified in a MS Word- 
document template as a reference model for design patterns. The template is based on 
Alexandrian pattern format, but with several extensions. The selected elements with 
arguments are presented in the following sections.

Pattern Name
Name is a word or phrase that identifies the pattern. Selecting the name carefully is 
important to help identifying and remembering patterns (Segerståhl & Jokela, 2006), 
but it is challenging (Spool, 2006). People with different backgrounds use different 
terminology of the same concepts, making it hard to develop common terminology. 
The pattern names for the company were chosen in co-operation with software teams 
to find the most understandable terms. Also, synonyms and nicknames were added to 
the pattern’s description to help team members know what they are talking about, as 
Spool suggested in his report (2006).

Tags
A tag is a keyword or term that is used to classify the pattern by means of 
folksonomy. This is a living portion of the document, which is updated by the 
software team members. As choosing a universal name to a pattern is hard or even 
impossible, tags help in identifying and finding a pattern. Each library user can attach 
keywords to a pattern, making the classification of patterns user-developed and 
dynamic. Tags can describe what kind of pattern it is, task type where it should be 
used, and application type such as PDM system. Tags tie the patterns together and 
help in creating a pattern language.
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Author
Each pattern has one principal author who will answer to the questions about the 
pattern, help in using it and update it when needed.

Customer
Customer is a category that the pattern can be assign to by library users. This is useful 
for example when the amount of patterns increases and a design problem can be 
solved with several pattern alternatives. Using always the same set of patterns to 
design UIs for a specific customer can increase the consistency more than using all 
the patterns in the library. It makes also possible to develop customer specific 
instances of patterns in the future.

What (problem)
This section provides a short description for the pattern. Description is essential for a 
good pattern, as it is the part that allows team members to know exactly what it is 
about (Spool, 2006). Pictures and examples are used when possible to help to 
understand the idea of the solution and make applying it in practice simple, as 
Segerståhl and Jokela suggested (2006).

Use when (context)
This element describes the context of use where the pattern can be applied. By reading 
this part the library user should know if this solution is the right one for the design 
problem at hand (Spool, 2006). The context where the organization develops software 
changes as the time goes by, making it important to keep this information up-to-date.

Where Used (examples)
The Where Used section contains concrete examples from software projects where the 
pattern is successfully used in action. Examples are given using a screenshot and 
some text to explain the particular solution. These real-world examples ease the 
applying of a pattern. Team members are free to suggest new examples with text and 
pictures.

How it Works (solution)
In this element is explained how the pattern can be used in an interface. The following 
example of how it works sections for button groups-pattem is clipped from Jennifer 
Tidwell’s Designing Interfaces-book (pp. 137-138).

“Make a group out of the buttons in question. Label them with short but unambiguous 
verbs or verb phrases, and don’t use jargon unless users expect it. Do not mix buttons 
that affect different things, or have different scope. Separate them into different 
groups.

All buttons in the group should be the same height and width (unless the label length 
varies widely). You can line them up in a single column, or arrange them in a single 
row if they aren 't too wide; two or more columns or rows don’t look as good”.

The more familiar the pattern is to pattern library users, the less it needs detail and 
vice versa. Mentioning related patterns that somehow affect this one helps to
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understand what else needs to be considered when putting the design together (Spool, 
2006).

Why
This section explains why the pattern should be used. If the reader understands the 
benefits of a specific pattern, he more likely uses it in design. This section also helps 
designers and developers to convince other stakeholders of their design solutions, as it 
helps to argument the impact on usability when the pattern is applied.

Specifications
This section gives specification about how to add implementation of the pattern into 
design. This contains for example font styles and sizes, colors, line widths and 
dimensions. If possible, links to external resources, such as Microsoft Windows Vista 
User Experience Guidelines, are given.

Consider These Other Patterns
Related patterns are essential to create a pattern language. The idea of this section is 
described in the chapter 3.2. where the pattern language is described. In the example, 
a designer needs to know how to fit a lot of data to a limited screen space, and in this 
case, applying a card stack-pattern leads to a need of lower-level patterns that support 
this pattern. These other patterns are listed here with links and explanations when they 
should be needed.

Alternatives
Alternatives are different solutions from other sources to the same design problem.

History
The pattern history, like original author and the changes made to it, is described here. 
This is a log that helps to understand the evolution of a pattern. It explains how and 
why the pattern has developed to a current form, reducing the possible change 
resistance when the pattern is updated.

Code Examples
Code examples are reusable code snippets and instructions of the main issues on how 
to implement the pattern. Reusing user interface code could shorten the translation 
time from design to implementation and thus minimize development costs and 
increase software reliability (Spool, 2006). Also, when the generic implementation is 
known, software developers can be able to evaluate how much effort it takes to 
implement the pattern.

Software teams can add code snippets and examples of pattern implementation in this 
element. However, some patterns implementations, such as for navigation pattern, 
can’t be reused extensively, because they are too general.

Usability Results and User Feedback
This is an element to which teams can add user feedback and usability testing results 
about the pattern’s usage. The patterns should be based on proven knowledge of 
design, making user feedback an important part of pattern development.
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Comments
Spool (2006) find out in his study that software teams find the discussion about design 
and using the patterns as one of the major benefits of a pattern library. Comments 
element allows an easy way to ask questions about the pattern and give feedback to 
help library authors improve patterns.

Rating
Users of the pattern library can rate the patterns using a 5-star system, where 1 star is 
the lowest rating and 5 stars the highest. The voting system allows user to decide 
which patterns are the most important ones and which are not that crucial. If the 
average rating is low, it indicates that the pattern might need to be improved or it is a 
wrong type of pattern for the organization.

Writing Patterns

The next step was to process and compile the content from selected patterns into a 
unified format using the pattern template. The patterns were written by the author 
using selected patterns as a basis, but the pattern library should reflect the culture of 
design in the organization (Spool, 2006). Therefore, the patterns were localized for the 
company and adjusted to current context of use, also keeping in mind the audience 
who will use the patterns. During the writing process different aspects were 
considered, such as complexity of task at hand, type of users, and technical constrains 
and possibilities. For example, to make patterns more familiar and tangible for the 
organization, the example screen shots were taken from eCraft developed applications 
when possible.

As the pattern library will be a web application, guidelines how to write for the web 
were followed. For example, text was kept tight by omitting unnecessary words, and 
bullet points and headings were used throughout the pattern content. Also, the 
language was kept plain and technical terminology was avoided to make patterns 
understandable for everyone. One of the patterns written, Modular Tabs, can be found 
in Appendix 1.

6.2 Pattern Library Tool Development Process

The pattern library development process consisted of three steps. First, the UI was 
brainstormed and designed to meet the needs of the case organization. Second, 
technical requirements were determined based on earlier research, and technical 
framework was selected. Finally, the pattern library was implemented, tested and 
redesigned. However, the development process was rather iterative and incremental 
than a waterfall process. For example, after selecting the technical framework, UI 
needed some redesign because of technical limitations and possibilities.

Designing the UI

The pattern library tool needs to provide an interactive visual environment for 
managing and using patterns, and thus a highly sophisticated user interface is 
required. It is essential that library users can use the tool efficiently to make them
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satisfied with it. Therefore personas developed in the chapter 5.4 were used to drive 
the design from the user’s goals and tasks (Cooper, 1999).

The initial design for the tool was presented in the form of storyboards to get user 
input early in the design process. The author arranged a UI brainstorming workshop 
with two potential users to find the best design solutions. Before the workshop, the 
author drew parts of the UI onto paper with several different design alternatives. In 
the workshop, these parts were placed on the boards and were being moved and 
developed further together with the users until suitable design emerged. Photographs 
were taken of the final appearance to document it (Figure 12).

Figure : A photograph of a part of storyboards

In the following the final UI is presented and design solutions are discussed.

The pattern library will contain several patterns and it will grow all the time. Hence, it 
is important to make the patterns fmdable. Knowing the users led to think how the 
patterns should be organized within the library. When a business analyst comes to the 
pattern library, he probably has a problem and is looking for a solution. He might 
have a specific pattern in mind and know its name, or he doesn’t yet know exactly 
what he is looking for and wants to seek out a number of patterns for comparison. 
Software developer instead gets a direct link to the selected patterns and only needs to 
search for related low-level patterns. This knowledge led to the following design 
solutions and features.
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The main page presents “teasers” of all published patterns in the library (figure 13). 
The teaser part contains “What”-element, which is expected to help users understand 
what a specific pattern is used for. The user can browse all the patterns through just in 
few seconds by scrolling the page down. The main navigation system for finding 
patterns is located on the right side panel. On the front page, it contains the five most 
recently added patterns, which can also be subscribed as RSS feed, list of customers 
with number of patterns assigned to them, and a tag-based navigation system showing 
a list or a cloud of tags that users have given to patterns. Selecting a tag or a customer 
on the sidebar shows a teaser of all patterns tagged with the selected tag or assigned to 
the selected customer. Clicking the pattern header at any point during browsing the 
patterns, the individual pattern is shown with full content, containing the elements 
presented in chapter 6.1. The individual pattern view is shown in Appendix 1 using 
Modular Tabs-pattem as an example.

eCraft Ul Design Patterns ecrøFb
How to use patterns What is a pattern

Welcome
Welcome to the eCraft UI Design Pattern Library. On 16.4.2007 the pattern library 
was published and it is now available for everyone to use. We hope it is useful, 
and look forward to your feedback and iceas for new patterns.

Structured Format

Instead of using one text field, use a set of text fields that reflect the structure 
of the requested data.

Product key:

search
Provide Search ability to allow users quickly locate the things he is looking for.

1 CP l ISP I
I Type to Search

Type and Wait to Search

Tag List

actions (2) 
alignment (1) 
buttons (1) 
controls (7) 
disclosure (1) 
fill in (S)
finding things (1) 
form (5) 
help (5) 
hierarchy (2) 
info (1)
Inputs (7) 
layout (7) 
lists (3) 
navigation (2) 
organizing (9) 
panel (3) 
screen space (2) 
search (1) 
showing data (6) 
Table (2) 
tooltip (1) 
wait (1)

Two-Panel Selector
Browse by Customer
eCraft (19)

Put two side-by-side panels on the interface. In the first, show a set of items 
that the user can select at will; in the other, show the content of the selected 
item.

Latest Patterns tP
Structured Format 
Search
Two-Panel Selector 
Tooltips and Infotips 
Row Striping 
Responsive Disclosure

Figure : Pattern library front page.
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The sidebar is dynamic, changing depending what the user does. It shows related tags 
that appear together on patterns as well as it shows relationships to other patterns 
when an individual pattern is chosen (Figures 14 & 15). For example, in the former 
case, if a pattern is tagged with “navigation” and “getting around”, clicking the tag 
“navigation” will return “getting around” as a related tag. User can also select a union 
or intersection of two or more tags. In the latter case, patterns that are quite similar to 
the selected one, but are used in different contexts, are displayed. Related patterns are 
found by comparing the most frequent words used in pattern content and name. The 
set of words can also be tweaked manually for better related patterns results. With the 
co-requisites listed in the pattern content area, lower level and other related patterns 
can be found effectively. The navigation sidebar contains also a simple AJAX-based 
search, which allows user quickly locate the things he is looking for.

Related tags
layout + I 
organizing + | 
panel + | 
controls + | 
hierarchy + | 
lists + I 
Table + | 
help + I
screen space + |

'+' = Tag Union 
'I' = Tag Intersection

Rossit*/ related patterns
Diagonal Balance 
Global Navigation 
Extras on Demand 
Two-Panel Selector 
Closable Panels

Figure : Related patterns for Button Figure : Related tags for Showing Data
Groups pattern pattern

On top of each page, there are links to navigate in pages explaining what patterns are, 
how to use them and how to contribute in pattern development. It contains also a link 
to an AJAX-based archive page, which allow user to “dig” into the design pattern 
library from different perspectives in a fast way without having to reload page as user 
explore (figure 16). Patterns can be browsed by date published, by tag, and by 
assigned customer. The idea was to give user as many choices as possible for 
exploration with the intent that at least one of the different links will lead the user to 
the pattern he is looking for.
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TAG
actions alignment buttons COPltfOlS disclosure fill in 
finding things form help hierarchy info IfipUtS 
IdyOUt lists navigation OTQSniZinQ panel 
screen space search ShoWiflQ ddtd table tooltip wait

Autocompletion 0

Input Hints 0

Good Defaults 0

Structured Format 0

Button Groups 0 * •

Figure : A tag cloud and patterns tagged with "form" on archive page.

In addition to the basic UI, an admin UI is provided for library administrators. It 
contains the tools for managing the content and configuring the UI and application 
features. UI wasn’t designed for these operations because the technical framework 
was expected to provide basic tools for administration.

As an extension to the pattern library, a place where users can share their suggestions 
for new patterns that come up in design and development work, and vote on other 
people’s ideas, was designed. This “eCraft Ideas Forum” allows everyone to have a 
direct say in what patterns should be written next and how the library should be 
developed further. The system shows 5 topics with highest rank and 10 latest posts on 
its front page (Figure 17). Clicking the header of the topic opens the idea with details, 
and shows the comments added to it. Users can add more comments and vote using 
the same 5-star system as described in pattern elements-section. The ideas are divided 
into two sub forums: one for proposing new patterns, and one for general pattern 
library development ideas. Each idea can have the different statuses to let users know 
what ideas will be implemented next. The available statuses are the following:

• Under consideration - All the ideas receives this status first when the idea is 
published.

• In progress - The idea is currently being worked on.
• Implemented - The idea has been already implemented.
• Rejected - The idea has been rejected.

Like the pattern library, also the ideas forum supports tagging to make finding ideas 
easy as the amount of them increases. Tags can be easily added to ideas by all users 
using a form on top of each idea. Another feature worth to mention is the ability to 
receive ideas via RSS.
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eCraft UI Design Patterns Forum 0 C fø F t
Welcome, adminl View your profile-» (Admin | Log out)

Hot Tags

comments 

: ig.'/, content
Lort'cls data drag

d opdown edit

form 3Phs 

inputs

■

Login as a guest
If you want to post anonymously, or you just don't want to register, login as a guest 
using the id and the password "guest”.

Latest Ideas

TOPIC - ADD NEW POSTS RATING

Windows authentication 

Same-Page Error Messages 

Allow users to edit their comments 

Visualizing complex data (Graphs)

Free text filter

Edit-in-Place

Cancelability

In-Form Validation Feedback 

JavaScript Error in Ideas forum with IE7 

Making the example image an animation

4

3

3

2

3 

2

4 

3 

1 
1

Most Popular Ideas

Allow users to edit their comments 

Add ' Recent Comments' on front page 

In-Form Validation Feedback 

Checkboxes

3
1 ***** 
3 *****
2 AtWWWY

Figure : Front page of the forum for pattern and development ideas.

Technical Requirements

After the pattern template and basic requirements for the UI were defined, 
requirements for the library software were determined. The first requirement for a tool 
was that it needs to web-based, since it makes linking the patterns easy and it can be 
used by its users without any program installations. Coding the whole repository from 
scratch would have been “reinventing the wheel”, hence a content management 
system (CMS), or equivalent, was decided to be used. The most important 
requirements for CMS were:

• It should be scalable. The amount of patterns and library users can grow 
significantly, and thus the system should be scalable.

• It should be easy and efficient to use. It is essential that library users can use 
it efficiently as one of the main problems in UI design and development was
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lack of time. Otherwise the users might not have the time to use it even though 
it would make the overall design and development process more efficient.

• It should be easy to customize. It is unlikely to find software which fits 
exactly to case company’s needs without customization.

• It should allow tagging and categorization. This is needed to allow tagging 
and categorization as determined in pattern elements-section to create 
relationships between patterns.

• It should allow collaboration and user generated content. Adding 
comments on existing patterns and rating them was determined as one of the 
most important features.

• It should be open-source application or based on Microsoft technologies.
The project budget did not contain funds for the software, which limited the 
selections to open-source and Microsoft technologies. Most of the Microsoft’s 
applications are free to use for the case company because of partnership 
program.

• It should allow setting different rights for administrators, contributors 
and editors. One of the key benefits of a CMS is the ease in which it allows 
content, in this case patterns, to be created and edited by anyone designated as 
an library author. This allows the library to grow collaboratively across the 
organization. Instead of a single library author, anyone with author rights 
should be able to develop the content.

Since the author of this thesis, who was responsible of the library tool 
implementation, was familiar with Java, PHP, and Ruby programming languages, 
content management systems that were based on those languages were favored. The 
main source for finding information of different alternatives was Open Source CMS51, 
which is a website dedicated to provide information of Open Source content 
management systems and give an opportunity to test them. From tens of different 
alternatives the following web-based CMSs and its variations fulfilled most the 
requirements and were tested and reviewed in more detail:

• Drupal 4.752 - a modular content management system and blogging system 
written in PHP.

• Flamenco 1.053 - Not really a CMS, but a semantic search interface 
framework written in Python.

• Microsoft Office SharePoint Server 200754 - a portal based collaboration 
and document management tool using Microsoft technologies.

• MediaWiki 1.855 - wiki software written in PHP.
• WordPress 2.056 - a blog publishing system written in PHP.
• MuraveyWeb 0.257 - a Content Management System built on top of Ruby on 

Rails web-framework, written in Ruby programming language.

5'Available at: http://www.opensourcecms.com/
52 http://drupal.org/
53 http://flamenco.berkelev.edu/
54 http://office.microsoft.com/en-us/sharepointserver/FX100492Q01Q33.aspx
53 http://www.mediawiki.org/
56 http://wordpress.org/
57 http://wiki.mbvonrails.org/rails/pages/MuravevWeb
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As a result of this survey, WordPress 2.0 got chosen because of its extensibility 
through thousands of free plugins developed by WordPress community, ease of use, 
powerful taxonomy, and AJAX-powered dynamic and responsive UI. In addition, one 
important advantage that supported its selection was that it allows blogging from MS 
Word 2007 and makes the process for publishing patterns easy. The pattern content 
can be added by first writing the pattern content using the MS Word 2007 template, 
and then submitting the pattern as a blog post using its blogging ability. After the 
pattern is submitted, it is added to a moderation queue waiting to be reviewed and 
published. When a pattern is accepted, it goes on the public library.

Technical Implementation and Installation

The company provided a PC with Intel Pentium IV processor and 512MB of RAM on 
Windows Server 2003 to be used as a server computer for running the WordPress 
software. WordPress requires a MySQL database to store all data, and a web server 
with PHP support for hosting WordPress-powered site. The required software were 
installed using XAMPP for Windows'18, which is an Apache web server distribution 
containing MySQL, PHP and Perl in an easy to install package. Installation of these 
software, and installing and configuring WordPress itself took approximately two 
working days. The installation and configuration of server software required basic 
knowledge of Windows operating system, databases, and web servers. Detailed 
installation and configuration instructions for these software are available on their 
websites. Currently, the tool is running in company intranet without access to the 
outside internet, but according to future plans it might be possible to access also from 
the internet by other stakeholders, such as the customers.

Customizing the WordPress software to be used as pattern library with ideas forum 
took approximately 35 work days in total, and the development was iterative, taking 
for several calendar months. Most of the features required were implemented using 
plugins developed by WordPress community, but some plugins needed modification, 
and one new plugin was implemented by the author, which required PHP 
programming skills. A complete list of plugins used in the library tool can be found in 
Appendix 5.

When implementing the pattern library, some technical issues surface. Most of the 
problems were experienced with plugins that created a great part of all functionality. 
Few plugins caused database errors, and therefore database was backed up constantly 
to prevent losing any data. Some of the plugins didn’t work properly with the current 
version of WordPress, and those were needed to be rewritten or abandoned. Few of 
the planned features couldn’t be implemented because of technical issues. For 
example, some of the pattern elements were planned to be editable by everyone, but 
the WordPress software didn’t make this possible. However, users can add their 
suggestions, examples and other feedback using the feedback form, and let library 
authors update the pattern content.

As a summary, no major technical problems occurred and most of the features 
planned were able to implement. The technical difficulties with some features are 
expected to be overcome in near future.

58 Available at: http://www.apachefriends.org/en/xampp.html
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7. Introducing Patterns into the Development 
Work

The sixth chapter describes how the design patterns were introduced into the actual 
software development work at eCraft. First, integrating patterns activities into 
software development process is described. Its purpose is to give an idea how, when, 
and by whom the patterns should be used. It is followed by a workflow for developing 
patterns, which explains where the patterns will come from in future and how the 
pattern library will be maintained. Finally, the process for introducing patterns to 
project teams is determined.

7.1 Integrating Pattern Activities into Software Development 
Process

As discussed earlier, it is essential to integrate pattern usage into the organization’s 
work processes. To make pattern activities fit with the current development process, it 
requires some rearrangements. In the following, the changes done to current working 
practices, to encourage adaptation and usage of pattern at the case company, are 
presented.

The organizational environment research helped to understand who will use patterns, 
in what kind of situations the patterns will be used, and how. Based on this 
information, a workflow for using patterns in design and development work was 
developed. Figure 18 shows a representation of the UI design and development 
process with pattern activities for each phase. The suggested workflow for using 
patterns in UI design process was already described in personas and Designing the UI 
chapter, but the process is summarized and redefined in the flowchart below.

► Design and write 
storyboards, 

personas, and 
scenarios

• Patterns work as a 
brainstorming tool

• Provide help in solving 
design problems

•Communicate design ideas 
to others

Implement the 
software according to 
scenario descriptions 

and storyboards

•Patterns guide UI 
development

• Help in solving low-level 
design problems

Test if the application 
works as specified in 

the scenario 
description and 

storyboard
•Patterns work as part of the 
requirements how the 
application should work

►

• Help in evaluating the quality 
of the user interface

Figure - The suggested workflow for using patterns in UI design and development 
work
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UI design process starts when business analyst works with the customer, users and 
other stakeholders to understand their needs. He translates their needs into persona 
descriptions, scenarios and storyboards that software developers will use to build the 
application. In this phase, the business analyst uses patterns as a brainstorming tool to 
get ideas for the design, and to solve design problems. References to the patterns he 
used in design are added in scenario description and storyboard. In addition, patterns 
can be used to communicate design ideas to others stakeholders to make other people 
understand what the designer means.

The next phase begins when the scenario gets approved by the customer and software 
developer receives it and associated storyboard, and starts implementing it. During 
development, patterns help him to solve low-level design problems which weren’t 
solved in the documentation he received from the business analyst. More importantly, 
patterns with code examples and detailed specifications guide the developer to 
implement the patterns applied in design.

When the developer thinks the scenario is finished, it is being tested by the person 
with a tester role in the project. A key goal for the tester is to find and report bugs in 
the product and test if it works as specified in scenario description and storyboard. As 
all the details are not described in this documentation, tester will also need to check 
patterns description used in design for more detailed implementation specification. In 
addition, tester can use patterns to evaluate the quality of the UI.

This workflow presented is a basic guideline how to use patterns in UI design and 
development work at the case company. It doesn’t present a complete process for 
constructing a user interface. When doing UI design and development, is essential to 
have also other elements in that process. For example, to write personas and scenarios 
effectively, business analyst needs to do user and task research to ensure he truly 
understands the users and their tasks. To guarantee good usability, UI needs to be 
usability tested with real users at various points during development. However, these 
elements are out of the scope of this thesis, and aren’t discussed in detail.

Patterns usage doesn’t always follow the workflow presented. In some smaller 
projects personas and scenarios are not written at all, and UI might just be sketched on 
a whiteboard before implementation. In some bigger projects, teams sometimes 
develop UI prototypes before the actual development starts. In either case, patterns 
can still provide several benefits. As in the actual workflow, also in these cases 
patterns can be used to solve design problems, use as a brainstorming tool, guide UI 
development and so on. In addition, patterns can be used always for other purposes 
too, for example as a learning aid for UI designers, as discussed earlier.

Just providing the workflow for using patterns for the employees in document format 
wasn’t considered effective enough. Instructions when to use patterns should be easily 
available in everyday work. eCraft provides instructions with examples and templates 
for how to perform specific tasks in a project, for example how to draw a storyboard. 
These instructions were attached to time reporting tools, making them available when 
a specific task is performed. This documentation was updated to contain specific 
instructions for using patterns in UI design and development work.
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7.2 Workflow for Developing Pattern Language Further

The author created only small amount of patterns to be able to introduce the library 
and make using it beneficial for organization. The creation of a pattern language 
should be the work of a community, and thus a workflow for creating new patterns 
and improving existing ones was developed. As the number of patterns grows, using 
this workflow the set of patterns will turn to a pattern language that the case company 
“speaks”. The workflow for developing patterns is as follows:

1. Identify and suggest pattern
Employees may identify and submit ideas for new patterns and design problems 
that come up in design and development work using the eCraft Ideas Forum 
introduced earlier.

2. Rate and comment on new pattern suggestions
Employees can rate the proposed patterns for usefulness using a 5-star rating 
system in the eCraft Ideas Forum, and also provide ideas of what kind the 
proposed pattern should be in their opinion.

3. Identify and Assign Author
Library author, the author of this thesis, selects which pattern suggestions should 
be written, and assigns an author to the selected patterns. Usually the patterns with 
highest rating are selected if possible.

In the beginning, all the patterns are assigned to the library author, but in future 
also other employees may write patterns.

4. Write and Submit Pattern
The assigned author writes a pattern using pattern template, tags it, and submits it 
for review.

5. Review and publish
The library author reviews the pattern and publishes it if the pattern doesn’t need 
to be modified. Otherwise the pattern is revised by the pattern or library author 
and reviewed again. Everyone who have subscribed to “Recent patterns” RSS feed 
will receive the pattern when it gets published.

6. Comment and Rate Pattern
After the pattern gets published, library users are free to comment on pattern and 
rate it.

7. Update and Re-publish Pattern
Pattern author and other users with appropriate user rights may update pattern 
whenever they like. Anyone who has subscribed to a pattern will get updates by 
email or as RSS feed always when the pattern is modified. If the one who updated 
the pattern thinks it needs to be reviewed again, he or she can flag the pattern.
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7.3 Introducing Patterns to Project Teams

The first step in introducing the patterns was arranging a training session for the 
whole company. The objective for the first sessions was to “sell” the pattern library to 
the software teams and gain organizational “buy-in”. Instead of asking teams to use 
the library, company management wanted them to volunteer using it. Before 
introducing UI design pattern library, some basic information about usability and UI 
design was presented. Then, the concept of design patterns was explained, what the 
benefits of using patterns are, and how to use them in everyday design and 
development work by showing examples of pattern usage. After the training session, a 
link to the library was sent to everyone in the organization with a cover letter 
summarizing the purpose and benefits of using patterns. The same message was also 
published in the company intranet, and a link to the library was provided on its front 
page. The author planned to arrange also training workshops separately for all the 
teams to enhance interaction in the session. The aim of these workshops is to make 
teams learn how to use patterns and guide teams to identify new pattern they need, but 
this couldn’t be arranged during the thesis project. Nevertheless, more training will be 
provided in the future.

At least three project teams started using patterns in design and development work, 
and the author was involved in all these projects providing support when needed. All 
the projects were quite usual software projects, and the project teams consisted of 4-6 
employees.

To motivate users to use and develop the library further, the author planned to arrange 
a raffle among pattern library contributors twice a year. According to plans, a virtual 
ticket is given to a person every time he or she contributed to the library development 
in some way, for example by commenting on patterns or submitting a new pattern for 
review. When the raffle is closed, one ticket is randomly picked, and the luckiest wins 
a prize. It was also planned to reward the users whose suggestions for new patterns 
were most highly ranked by other users. However, these plans couldn’t be realized, 
but will be reconsidered in near future.
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8. Evaluation of the Pattern Library
This chapter presents the methods for evaluating the effect of using patterns, and the 
results of the evaluation.

8.1 Methods for Evaluating the Effect

The evaluation of the pattern library usage was quite difficult due to the time frame of 
this thesis. Project teams had averagely only one and a half months of time to use the 
library, but development projects usually last for several months. When the tool was 
introduced, no new development projects were taking place. But because of agile 
development, new iterations started all the time which allowed integrating pattern 
usage in the middle of projects, and evaluate the effect when the iteration was closed.

To measure the effect of using design patterns in development work, the questionnaire 
used earlier was repeated using the same scale with a set of additional questions. A 
survey was used in order to quantify the results and compare them with earlier 
measurements, but also to understand what the users think about the library and do 
they find it useful. The second survey was arranged in May 2007, approximately one 
and a half months after the pattern library was introduced. In addition to surveys, the 
author worked in projects and discussed with employees about their experiences of 
using patterns in their work. In these informal discussions, the employees were asked 
about usefulness of the patterns in the library and the pattern library itself, why they 
used it, did they feel they benefit from using it, and things like that. Also some 
statistics of the library usage and user activity was collected to find out how many 
users the library had and how often they used it. The results of the evaluation are 
presented in the following chapter.

8.2 Survey Questionnaire Results

The survey questions and the results in detail are presented in Appendix 6. In the 
following sections, the results of the survey are being presented and discussed. The 
results of the close-ended statement questions are shown in graphical format, and 
color scales were used as visual guides in some of the question sets to help understand 
data distribution. Green color indicates most of the respondents agree with the 
statement (average scores close to 5) and red correspondingly that most of the 
respondents disagree (average scores close to 1). Yellow was used as a neutral color 
(average scores close to 3).

User Demographics

A total of 13 responses were received to the second survey. All the eCraft Custom 
Solutions business unit’s teams were rather equally represented, with one exception; 
the team located at the Vaasa office started using the pattern library only few days 
before the survey was closed, because there were some technical issues with the 
internet connection causing problems accessing the pattern site, and therefore only 
one answer was received from Vaasa. 9 respondents were titled software engineers or 
architects, one business analyst, two project or team managers who also work as 
business analysts, and one helpdesk employee.
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Library usage

All the respondents were users of the pattern library. Two of them answered they had 
used it once so far, 9 checked the 2-3 times option from the close-ended question list, 
one checked the 4-5 times option, and one had been using it 6-10 times during the 
usage period. When asking how long do they typically spend on the pattern site each 
time they use it, most common answers were 2-5 minutes and 5-10 minutes, with each 
receiving 5 votes. In addition, 10-20 minutes option received three votes.

To find out in what kind of situations the pattern library is used, a partially closed- 
ended question was posed with a list of 8 possibilities included, from which 
respondents could select one to three answers. In addition, respondents were allowed 
to add extra choices in the form of a choice designated as “other”, but no open-ended 
answers were received. The most common answer was “I use the pattern library to 
improve my UI design skills” with 8 votes, which was quite as expected. One of the 
most important goals of this thesis project was to improve employees’ UI design 
skills, and the pattern library seems to work for this purpose quite well. Answer with 
second-most votes (7) was “I haven’t really used it in my daily work to guide the UI 
design or implementation”. This means almost half of the respondents did use the 
library in actual project work, which is quite a good rate in author’s opinion. Five 
developers answered they use the library for guidance on how the patterns used in 
design should be implemented. Only two users answered they use pattern to visualize 
and communicate their design ideas to others. However, most of the respondents were 
software developers who don’t do any UI design, which explains why this answer 
received only few votes. For the same reason also the answer “(I use the pattern 
library) after I have designed the initial UI to find design alternatives” got only two 
votes.

Only one respondent answered he had been using the library when he writes and 
design scenario descriptions and storyboards. But, the answer was received from a 
business analyst, who was the only one who had been using these techniques during 
the usage period.

Nobody selected the “(I use the pattern library) when I draft the initial UI on paper or 
on whiteboard, which was a small disappointment. Patterns are intended to be used 
also during brainstorming phase.

Statements about UI design and development

In the second survey, statements about UI design and development were the same as 
in the first survey, to assess if the pattern library had any effect on employees’ 
opinions towards design and development work. The key statistic for comparing the 
results of these two surveys was the difference between the average scores for each 
statement, but also their reliability was taken into account to be able to draw 
conclusions (appendix 6).

In figure 19 the mean scores with standard deviations for each statement in both 
surveys are shown. Based on the results, it can’t be reliably answered if the pattern 
library had any effect on employees’ opinions on UI design and development, because 
the differences in the mean scores between the surveys were very small. However, it
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seems the library made communicating UI design ideas slightly easier, and had some 
positive effect on employees’ opinions about how successful they consider the user 
interfaces developed at eCraft. Also, the developers though that implementing UIs 
became a bit easier and faster after the library was introduced.

mplementhg (coding) disaccording to what was 
p anned is d ff cult and tine consuming

Designing gooc Lis is difficult and time consuming

Com municatingU I design ideas to other project 
members and/o' customers is diff cult because of 

lack of common language

I consider the user interfaces developed at eCraf: 
very usab e ard successful

Figure : Average scores with standard deviations for statements about UI design and 
development - questionnaires 1 & 2.

It wasn’t a surprise that almost no difference could be found between the results of the 
two surveys. Most of the respondents were software developers and architects who 
don’t benefits of UI design patterns that much. Also, the usage period was rather 
short, but the impact from pattern usage is not expected to be shown clearly until the 
library has been in everyday use for several months.

Usefulness

3,7 (Stdev. 1,3)

4,2(St.dev. 0,6)

3,3 (St dev. 0.9)

3.2 (St.cev. 0,61
3 (St.dcv. 0

According to the survey answers (Figure 20), the eCraft UI design pattern library was 
considered useful for the organization. To the first statement “Using the pattern 
library is a waste of time”, everyone either strongly disagreed or disagreed. The same 
applies also for the statement number two. These two statements were negatively 
worded to avoid agreement bias.

Majority of the users with mean score 4.1 agreed or strongly agreed that using pattern 
in UI design work improved the quality of user interfaces. But only few user 
interfaces were designed during the usage period, and therefore most the answers 
must be just guesses and beliefs.

On average (mean = 3.0), users didn’t think patterns make coding the user interfaces 
any easier or faster. The result was rather expected, since none of the patterns did 
contain any code examples yet, and most of the patterns in the library were quite 
general. But, the standard deviation score was rather high (1.0), meaning there were 
developers who though patterns did provide at least some help already. And although 
the respondents didn’t think patterns were that useful during implementing UIs, most 
of them agreed patterns make UI design process easier and more efficient (mean = 
3.8), which was one the most important goals of this project. Another significant
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finding was that employees almost unanimously agreed that patterns help them to 
improve their UI design skills in statement 6.

The average answer score for the statement 7 “Patterns make communicating UI 
design ideas to other people easier” was the highest of all Likert scale statements 
(mean = 4.2). However, users were asked earlier in the survey in what kind of 
situation they use the pattern library, and only two respondents answered they have 
used patterns to visualize and communicate their design ideas to others.

The score for statement 8 “The pattern content contains all the information I need to 
know when and how to use it design” was quite low (mean = 3.2). But, only one 
“don’t know” answer was received to this question, meaning that also software 
developers answered, although they didn’t actually design any user interfaces and thus 
didn’t use patterns in UI design process either. The respondent who really had used 
pattern in design work, agreed to this question. Based on the answers to this statement 
it is difficult to draw any conclusions do the pattern content really contain all the 
information designers need to design UIs.

The Design pattern ideas forum was considered quite useful (mean = 3.6), but only 
three users had suggested new patterns or commented on them. Four respondents 
didn’t visit the ideas forum at all during this usage period.

For the last two statements, 10 and 11, answers varied quite widely. Most of the users 
agreed that they have a good understanding of what design patterns are and how to 
use them, but four users voted for “neither agree nor disagree” answer, and one 
disagreed. The standard deviation was even higher (0,9) for the statement 11, which 
was about do the users think they would need more guidance on how to use patterns 
in their work. Answers “disagree”, “neither agree nor disagree”, and “agree” received 
3 votes each, resulting to mean score 3.0. Also, four users answered they don’t know. 
Based on the answers to the last two questions can be concluded, that one training 
session wasn’t enough, and more training should be arranged. The pattern library 
itself contains comprehensive presentation of UI design patterns in general and 
instruction on how to use them, but it seems most the users didn’t read them at all.
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Usefulness

1. Using :he pattern library is a waste of time

2.1 use the pattern library only when I’m really stuck 
with the Ul design/inplenentation, as a ast resort

3. Using patterns in Ul design work improved the 
quality of the user inte'faces

4. Patterns make Ul implementation (coding) 
process easier and faster

5. Patterns make Ul design process easier and faster

6. Patterns help me to improve my UI design skills

7. Patterns make communicat ngU design ideas to
other people easier

8. The pattern content contains all the information I 
need to <now when and how to use it in design

9. Design patterns ideas forum is very useful

10.1 have a good understanding of what design 
pattern are about and I know how to use them

11.1 woulc need more guidance on now to use
design patterns in my daily work

1,4 (St.dev. 0,9)

1,9 (St.dev. 0,3

1 (St.dev. 0

3 (St.dev. 1

,8 (St.dev. 0,7)

1 (St.dev. 0

4,2 (St.dev. 0

St.cev. 0,7)

St.cev. 0,8)

3 (St.dev. 0

Figure : Questionnaire results about the usefulness of the pattern library with average 
score and standard deviation for each question.

Ease of Use

Survey results considering ease of use indicate that users were satisfied overall with 
their experience using eCraft Ul design pattern library. Still, the author expected a bit 
higher rating results, as the library was built on top of the WordPress software which 
is famous of its good usability. Especially the average score to the statement 15 “I can 
quickly find the patterns I want on the library” was lower than anticipated (3.4). A lot 
of work was done to improve findability of the patterns, but the results show that 
users didn’t consider discovering patterns they need particularly easy. The answers for 
the statements regarding ease of use and usability are summarized in figure 21.
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Ease of Use

12.1 am very satisfied with the design pattern library 3,4 ;$t dev. 0,8)

13. Evey thing on tie pattern site is easy to 3,1 (St.dev. 0,7)
understand

14.The pattern library site helps me find what 1 am 3,4 :st dev. 0,7)
looking for

15.1 can quickly find the patterns 1 want on the library 3,4 :st dev. 0,8)

16.1 like using the pattern library 3,5(5t.dev. 0,8)

2 4 5

figure : Questionnaire results about the ease of use of the pattern library with average 
score and standard deviation for each question.

Answers to the open-ended questions

Written comments provided some additional insight about the library usage. Answers 
given to the first open-ended question “What were your main reasons for using the 
pattern library site”, varied a lot. One respondent told he visited the pattern library to 
add references in scenarios and storyboards to the patterns he used in design, so he 
wouldn’t need to describe every low-level UI solution in detail. Two users wrote they 
visited the site to know what it is all about and find out what kind of value it provides 
to them. The main reason to other two respondents was improving their UI design 
skills. One developer was implementing a scenario which contained a link to the 
library, and he wanted to see the pattern to “get a clear picture of what I’m going to 
implement in the UI”. The library was also used to discuss the patterns and their 
alternatives by one respondent. In addition, finding good UI standards and common 
guidance was mentioned. Based on the answers given to this question, the library is 
used quite much for the reasons it is intended to be used.

When asked what kind of things on the pattern site users find most interesting or 
useful, only three responses were acquired. Examples of the pattern usage were 
mentioned twice, and one liked most the possibility to comment. One respondent 
wrote he likes most the way how each pattern is explained and structured.

8 answers were received to the question asking how the pattern library should be 
improved in the future. A business analyst wrote that most of the patterns in the 
library are fairly general in the sense that people encounter them all the time in user 
interfaces, and there is nothing really special about them. He thought it is good to 
have the general patterns collected in the library because then designers will start 
paying attention on the things he think are trivial, but he would like to see more 
unusual and new UI design solutions.
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Most of the developers wished to have more code examples and programming 
instructions, since none of the patterns contained any source code yet. Related to 
implementation, one developer suggested adding estimates on the amount of time it 
takes to implement each pattern, and comparison between implementing the pattern 
for stand-alone applications versus web applications. Another developer proposed 
integrating patterns somehow into Visual Studio IDE, which in his opinion would 
make it even easier to implement the patterns.

8.3 Interview Results

After the pattern library was introduced, the author informally discussed with pattern 
library users about the usefulness of the library. At the time the library got published, 
it appeared that it provides benefits also to some employees in roles other than 
identified. Especially the documentation specialist, whose role is to write manuals and 
on-line help for software, told that the library was really useful in her work. Earlier, 
she found it difficult to find good names to different UI solutions to refer to, but 
patterns with standardized names and terminology make her job a lot easier in her 
opinion. This shows that creating a common language is a really important aspect 
with patterns.

In the other discussions, most of the developers told they would need more code 
examples to make implementing easier. Few employees told they didn’t use pattern 
library at all, because they were so busy and though using it would take a lot of time. 
One developer stated he didn’t use patterns because the development framework he 
was using made modifying the UI almost impossible, and therefore he believed he 
couldn’t apply any pattern in the library in user interface. Nevertheless, the library 
contained already some low-level patterns that should be rather easy and fast to 
implement in spite of the development framework being used.

8.4 Usage Statistics

A web statistics system was used to know who are visiting the library and how often 
they visit. According to site stats, 35 different users visited the library or the ideas 
forum during the usage period, of which 20 visitors visited also other pages than the 
library front page, and can be counted as users. On average, the pattern site received 
1.9 unique visits every day and over 700 page views in total during the usage period, 
if the author’s visits are excluded. During the experiment there were only few 
software development projects going on where patterns could have been used, and 
thus the daily visit count can be seen rather high.

Also some other usage indicators were used to measure user activity. In the pattern 
library, a total of 19 comments were written by three different visitors, but 9 of them 
were added by the author. In addition to these, the author received three emails 
concerning the patterns in the library.

The most active contributor in the design pattern forum was the author himself who 
posted 33 ideas or comments of the total of 40 posts. 16 of the all posts were 
suggestions for new patterns, 8 were development ideas, and the rest 16 were 
comments. Only two of the ideas for new patterns and one library development idea 
were received from other users than author, which was less than expected.
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The users were able to rate the patterns and ideas on the forum for usefulness, but 
only few of them were rated. Some users told it was difficult to rate them because 
they are not UI experts and thus can’t say are the patterns good or not. One user said 
he didn’t even know he was allowed to rate them. The author believes that defining a 
common set of criteria for ratings can improve the rating activity.

Although the total user participation rate was quite low, the author is satisfied with the 
results. According to Nielsen (2006), in most online communities users can be split 
into three categories:

• 1 % of users who regularly contributes and account for almost all the action on 
the site.

• 9% of users who occasionally contribute.
• 90% of users who never contribute.

In the pattern site, there was one very active user who posted most of the comments if 
the author isn’t counted, three who contributed from time to time, and the rest of the 
users didn’t contribute at all.

8.5 What do the results mean?

Based on the results, using design patterns in design and development work definitely 
brings value to the UI design and development. Software teams started using patterns 
in their projects, and they felt patterns are useful in their work. It came obvious that 
patterns made communicating about UI design solutions easier, and especially 
business analysts, who do most of the design work, benefit from using the library. But 
the time span for using the patterns was rather short, and therefore the final effect it 
has on real project work couldn’t be analyzed comprehensively yet. For example, it is 
too early to state reliably whether using design patterns improve usability and 
consistency in applications, and does the company achieve business benefits, such as 
increased productivity or more satisfied customers. Furthermore, pattern library can 
be an efficient learning tool which will help employees to improve their design skills, 
but learning takes time. Nevertheless, at least most of the library users believed that 
design patterns will improve UI quality and their design skills.

Overall, the experiences of using the UI design pattern library were positive, and it 
can be stated that this research project was successful.
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9. Conclusions and Discussion
The final chapter of this thesis summarizes the work done so far and includes 
discussion and conclusions of the study. Also theoretical and practical significance of 
the work and future directions are discussed.

In the beginning of this research project, the case company wanted to have some kind 
of design language for UI design and development, and a tool for distributing it to 
their software teams. The first task was to find out what kind of documented design 
knowledge the company needs. To give an answer to this, first a literature review was 
carried through to discover what knowledge and ideas have been established on the 
topic. Based on the literature, there are several different types of concepts to 
document design knowledge, which all have their pros and cons. Two main concepts 
were identified in chapter three, usability guidelines and UI design patterns, of which 
the latter was chosen to form a design language for the case organization. One of the 
key benefits of design patterns over usability guidelines was the emphasis on the 
context of use. Based on the literature, the main characteristics which made up a good 
pattern were visual examples of its usage and writing the pattern content using a 
language that everyone, regardless of his or her background, can understand.

To create design patterns that are really useful for the organization, feedback from the 
users of the patterns is needed; patterns should be developed in co-operation with 
everyone who is somehow involved in UI design and development. Therefore, a 
comprehensive field study in the case organization was performed to get insights into 
the state of affairs, find out who will be the users of the design patterns, and what are 
their needs. The results of this study in chapter 5 showed that problems in UI design 
and development process exists, but introducing design patterns into the development 
work can overcome at least part of the problems identified. The study of the 
organizational environment also gave an understanding of what kind of elements each 
pattern should contain, and provided a basis for selecting suitable patterns from 
existing pattern libraries to be further processed and localized for the company.

Patterns always work together to solve design problems. This kind of collection of 
related patterns is called a pattern language. A study of existing pattern languages on 
the domain was conducted and it showed that they have several limitations and 
weaknesses, leaving room for improvements. None of the current pattern collections 
formed a comprehensive pattern language, although it is the biggest goal in pattern 
research. During some further literature review, the initial idea of a tool, which in 
addition to disseminating and managing patterns, allows collaborative development of 
a pattern language, was bom on the basis of the needs of the organization.

The pattern library tool was created using WordPress, an open source CMS. It consist 
of two web-based tools; a pattern library which is used for organizing and distributing 
the pattern language in the company, and a pattern ideas fomm, where users can 
suggest new patterns and vote on other people’s suggestions. Together they allow 
collaborative creation of pattern language, which is one of the key benefits of the tool.
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The development process of this tool, the pattern library, can be seen to include the 
following phases:

• Getting familiar with related literature, the development organization, and UI 
design process.

• Development for selecting and processing the initial pattern set, which 
contained review of applications developed by the case company, and review 
of existing pattern collections.

• Brainstorming and building an application for managing and sharing patterns.
• Integrating pattern activities into software development process to support the 

usage of design patterns.
• Creating a workflow for developing pattern language further.
• Introducing pattern library to the development teams.
• Evaluating the effect of using pattern library in design and development work.

The construction was tested in the case organization, and the effect of using it was 
evaluated. Based on the results, it can be concluded that most of the goals of the 
thesis, stated in chapter 1, were achieved. Using the pattern library in UI design and 
development provided several benefits, including helping the designers and 
developers to solve UI design problems faster, bringing the people with different 
backgrounds on the same page, and it most probably improves consistency and 
usability of user interfaces. Furthermore, the company management noticed some 
other positive effects it had on the organization. For instance, the company employees 
become more interested in usability issues, and some project managers used patterns 
as “tools” for starting a discussion about importance of usability with customers.

Implementing a pattern library took time and money, but at least in this research 
project, the value it brought to the organization was worth it. But it is also important 
to keep in mind the fact that design patterns alone are not a silver bullet that would 
solve all the problems in UI design and development. A systematic process to support 
design and development with UCD methods and tools such as usage scenarios and 
personas is still needed, because the designer still needs to have information about the 
user’s environment and tasks.

In the case company, the development of the pattern library will continue. The set of 
patterns created in this thesis are only a beginning towards a more comprehensive 
pattern language. To get there, more user involvement is needed. Only few of the 
users were active in pattern language development, but still most of them didn’t 
contribute at all. However, this was quite expected. Integrating pattern activities to 
part of every designers’ and developers’ daily routine is a long term project and it just 
couldn’t be accomplished in the time scale of this project. In the future, offering more 
training, support, and information on library usage will most possibly improve the 
current level of user contribution and usage of the patterns.

9.1 Scope of Applicability

The construction developed in this thesis was designed for a middle-sized software 
company based on its employees needs. In this case study, it turned out to be a very 
powerful tool providing wide range of benefits for the organization, and can be said 
that it passed the first weak market test of the constructive research approach (Lukka
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& Siitonen, 1993, pp.243-264); the construction was willingly applied in practice in 
the organization. Therefore, it is interesting to ponder the scope of applicability of the 
solution in other organizations and contexts.

The problems in UI design are universal. Designing good interfaces is difficult and 
takes time. The same applies also to the lack of common language between people 
with different backgrounds. Design patterns have proved to provide valuable design 
help, and not only in HCI domain, as patterns are commonly in use in the fields of 
computer science and architecture, for instance. The tool developed in this research 
project is not domain specific, and the author believes it can be used to share for 
example programming patterns only with minor changes. The applicability of the tool 
in another context will be tested after this thesis project, as the author starts 
developing a pattern library for software development using the same basic tool 
structure.

When speaking of this specific solution, the most critical precondition for applying it 
in an organization is that the company size is big enough to have the critical mass of 
people needed to create a community developed pattern language. The case company 
had about 40 potential users for the solution which showed to be close to the 
minimum amount of users required. The author presumes that with larger community, 
and thus with more contributors, the real power of it will be fully realized. And also 
without this collaboration aspect, the more users the pattern library has, it is likely that 
it gets more useful. For example, when many different design teams work on a single 
large software product of a suite of products, it is important that everyone knows the 
same design language to design consistent UIs applying the same solutions. But in 
this context, the patterns would need to contain more normative solutions than the 
ones developed for eCraft. Bigger organizations would also have more resources to 
implement this solution. The whole process took almost a full calendar year of one 
person’s work, and the result was still just a start towards a comprehensive pattern 
language. For smaller organizations, which are usually lacking of UI design and 
usability knowledge, the author recommends using public pattern libraries instead of 
creating one by themselves.

eCraft Design Pattern Library was developed to be used as an internal tool, and 
making it a public collection for everyone on the internet to use could cause some 
problems. Allowing everyone to edit patterns freely is risky because the WordPress 
software doesn’t support version control, and thus a hostile user can damage or 
destroy the content. Another issue that can arise is comment spam, which is done by 
automatically posting random comments to blogs, wikis, and other publicly accessible 
online discussion boards. Before making the pattern library public, these issues should 
be considered.

It is essential that the pattern library reflects the culture of design in the organization. 
In the case organization, the people were quite keen to contribute in library tool and 
pattern language development. But in some organizations, the developers and other 
people related to UI design and development might be more passive and just want a 
complete set of patterns they can use without their contribution. In that case this kind 
of collaborative tool wouldn’t be the best solution. But the library tool could still be 
effective in publishing and sharing the patterns the library author or a small team of 
authors would develop alone.
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It is important to notice that the pattern language developed was created for a specific 
application and design domain, and most of the patterns are based on domain and 
organization specific knowledge about task, user, and context. Therefore, this pattern 
language can’t be adapted to other organizations directly. Nevertheless, the author 
believes that the process for developing patterns and the pattern library tool itself can 
suit for other software development organizations as such or with some modifications. 
But the library contained also some more general patterns, which aren’t really 
depended on technical frameworks and can be applied in several different design 
domains and contexts. An example of such is the “Good Defaults”-pattem, which 
suggests to prefill form fields with best guesses at the values the user wants. But, the 
pattern template which was used to write all the patterns (chapter 6.1.) contains 
elements that might not be useful for all organizations, or might be lacking of some 
essential elements. For example, in some cases just a title, tags, and examples could 
be enough. Therefore, the template might need some redesign to make it suitable to be 
used in other collections too. From the other point of view, a unified pattern template 
would help to connect pattern languages of the different collections into one big 
network as “translation” between collections weren’t needed.

Pattern activities were integrated to an agile software development process in the case 
organization, but agile methods weren’t yet introduced to all project teams. Some 
project teams started using patterns even though they didn’t use agile development 
methods, and they still considered using patterns was beneficial for them. Thereby, 
concluded from this, the solution is not tied to be used only in agile software 
development process, but in software development in general. Instructions for using 
patterns can be quite easily rewritten to fit to any software development process.

However, the results of this thesis are limited to only one case and a reliability 
analysis in greater depth is still needed. Thus, care should be taken in generalizing the 
results to other organizations and environments.

9.2 Theoretical Connection and Research Contribution

From the academic point of view, showing the theoretical connections and the 
research contribution of the construction is an important part of a constructive 
research study. In this research, the construction as such has great practical 
contribution, but it also makes a theoretical contribution and provides new knowledge 
on the pattern language research.

Discussing the literature relevant to this study was discussed critically, and it can be 
seen as a theoretical contribution. However, this discussion wasn’t comprehensive and 
thus it is not enough in constructive research.

Case studies of implementing a pattern library, especially for smaller organizations 
such as eCraft, have not been widely reported. The existing literature seems to focus 
mostly on presenting theories and describing the process for developing patterns, not a 
tool for sharing them, nor their use in actual UI design and development work. 
Therefore, a detailed description of the pattern library tool development process is an 
important part of theoretical contribution of this research. It proves that a pattern 
library can be developed using very few resources compared to other pattern library
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development projects that had a massive budget and rather big development team, i.e. 
Yahoo! Design Pattern Library project (Malone, Leacock, & Wheeler, 2005).

The most significant theory contribution of the study is the creation of a tool that 
makes possible a living, user developed pattern language using new concepts and 
technological advances. Based on the literature review and online discussions with 
design pattern researchers, using folksonomy in creating relationships between 
patterns and a user-developed pattern categorizing system it allows, seems to be new. 
Deng, Kemp and Todd (2005) surveyed and analyzed several different pattern 
managing tools, and according to their study one of the six main problems to be 
addressed when creating such tool was finding a way how to create and manage 
relationships between patterns, which are often complicated and difficult to maintain. 
The tool developed in this thesis uses an alternative system for creating relations 
compared to existing pattern managing tools; users of the tool can collaboratively add 
tags to patterns which tie them together using simple associations. In addition to this, 
tags makes possible for users to categorize and organize the patterns in the library in a 
way they want. Users of the eCraft pattern library are doing what before only library 
authors have done. A common problem in the pattern research community is how to 
organize a pattern library in a way that best supports its users. The solution presented 
in this thesis can be seen to resolve this problem at least partially.

The extension to a pattern library, eCraft Ideas Forum which allows users to propose 
new patterns and rate them seemed to be a unique idea as well. It helps to answer the 
question which always needs to be considered when creating a pattern library: How to 
develop a pattern language that is really useful for the users of the library?

This study brings also some contribution to the theory of constructive research. There 
are very many articles in the field of computer science, in which the constructive 
research approach has been applied, and this study brings up some ideas on how to 
carry it through. Yin’s (2003) suggestions and ideas applied in case studies can be 
seen as a part of constructive research, and they proved to be useful in this study. The 
qualitative research methods helped to create a basis to innovate the construction and 
discuss the generalizability, validity and reliability of the study.

9.3 Future Research

UI design patterns are still used by a relatively small group of people, but the future 
for them looks promising. Patterns have very recently received increased attention, 
and pattern libraries have been published for various application domains. Just few 
years ago, patterns were discussed only in academic circles, but now they are accepted 
also by UI professionals. In the following, some of the possible future directions are 
discussed.

One interesting approach to study is to separate the tool for developing and managing 
patterns from the tool used for sharing them. This makes it possible to distribute 
patterns as web services, instead of web pages. It would allow creating a pattern 
library using patterns from several different shared pattern collections. A kind of 
collaboratively across organizations managed pattern language would reduce the 
amount of work needed to implement a pattern library as all the patterns required 
weren’t needed to be written by one organization. Furthermore, administrating the
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library would be easier since the web service patterns from external libraries are 
updated by other pattern librarians.

Distributing patterns as web services makes it possible to publish the patterns to 
different applications as well. For example, patterns integrated into IDEs, such as 
Visual Studio, and toolkits could provide significant benefits for designers and 
developers as the patterns for the current design problems would always be at hand. 
For instance, when a software engineer develops a registration form, the IDE could 
show the patterns he most likely will need in this task.

When the designer brainstorms the UI, he usually doesn’t use any design tools other 
than pen and paper yet. In this phase, finding the right pattern for the design problem 
at hand quickly is still challenging. User generated taxonomy used to categorize 
patterns seemed to provide some help in finding a suitable patterns fast, but there still 
is a lot much to study. Finding an effective way how to just let user enter a design 
problem and then be provided with a possible solution could solve this issue.

Opinions about what constitutes good user interface varies. That came up when the 
pattern library was published and some of the patterns raised a lot of discussion by 
library users. Therefore, the author believes that the pattern library should provide 
efficient tools for collaboration to develop completely community-driven, consistently 
living pattern language - a pattern language 2.0 as the author calls it. The library tool 
with ideas forum developed in this thesis is good start towards it, but it still needs a 
“librarian” to manage content. Thus, the pattern publishing process and rating system 
should be developed a bit further. All the patterns on pattern library could be 
submitted, reviewed and published by everyone in a community, instead of few 
assigned authors. For example, new patterns submitted by users could appear in the 
“Upcoming pattems-list” where other users can review them and vote the patterns to 
be published they like best. If the pattern receives enough votes, it is promoted as 
“approved” and gets officially published. The idea would be similar to some popular 
web2.0 applications such as Digg'9, where all the content is submitted and voted on 
by its users. However, this kind of application would need to gain a critical mass of 
users to work, and thus it might not be a good solution for smaller organizations such 
as eCraft.

59 http://www.digg.com
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Appendix 1 - Modular Tabs Pattern

Modular Tabs
(No Ratings Yet)

$ Janne.Lammi Edit

Customers: eCraft
Tags: layout, navigation, organizing

Other names for this pattern: Tabs, Card Stack

What
A lot of text and/or controls needs to be shown, but all of this stuff 
won't fit on the same view. Structure the content onto separate 
tabs and stack them up so only one is visible at a time.

Example image
Regional and Language Options

Regional Options Languages Advanced

Standands and foimats

Use when
• There is too much material to fit onto one view
• The content can be put onto separate panes; Users don't need 

to see more than one section at one time.
• You need a way to switch between the content without going 

to a different "page”. For navigating to different "pages" within 
a application, use Global Navigation or two panel selector 
instead.

• There are 2-6 category titles.
• The category titles are relatively short and predictable.
• It is important to communicate which content pane is currently 

being viewed.

actions (2) 
alignment (1) 
buttons (1) 
controls (7) 
disclosure (1) 
fill in (5)
finding things (1) 
form (5) 
help (5) 
hierarchy (2) 
info (1) 
inputs (7) 
layout (7) 
lists (3) 
navigation (2) 
organizing (9) 
panel (3) 
screen space (2) 
search (1) 
showing data (6) 
Table (2) 
tooltip (1) 
wait (1)

Browse by Customer
eCraft (19)

Rossit*/ retated patterns
Diagonal Balance 
Closable Panels 
Two-Panel Selector 
Global Navigation 
Related Information

Why
• Tabs provide context. They give visual indication of a user's location 

within a body of information.

• Tabs build on a real world metaphor. The selected state is reinforced with 
the file folder tab metaphor of a folder physically in front of the others in 
the set.
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Where Used
Example image - Microsoft Windows XP Regional and language options.

Regional and Language Options

Check Tabs in Windows Vista User Experience Guidelines for more examples.

How it works
• First, split up the content into logical chunks, and name them using short 

(1-2 words) and memorable titles. Try to think how the user would 
organize the content.

• Use 6 tabs at maximum. Do never double row tabs, because it makes 
them hard to use.

• Always show only one tab as selected with its content visible

• The content should be visually connected to the tab it is associated with 
and be visually bounded.

• Tabs should appear in the same location as the user clicks from one tab 
to another.

• Selecting a tab will not navigate to a different "page" or perform an 
action (beyond switching the visible content).

Specifications
Check Tabs in Windows Vista User Experience Guidelines for specifications.
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Alternatives
Two-Panel Selector 

Closable panels

History
This pattern is an edited version of Yahoo! Design Pattern Library's Navigation 
tabs-pattem.

The first version (1.0) was created on 15.01.2007 by lanne Lammi, and it was 
written because tabs were used wrong in context in some cases. Also 
double-rowing was quite common.

Code Examples

Usability Results and User Feedback

Sources
• Card Stack pattern in Jenifer Tidwell's collection

• Tabs in Windows Vista User Experience Guidelines

• Navigating Spaces pattern in Martin) von Welie's pattern collection

I © I
SOME RIGHTS RESERVED I

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 2.5 License

0 Responses to “Modular Tabs”
yj Feed for this Entry Trackback Address

Leave a Reply
Logged in as Janne.Lammi. Logout >



Appendix 2 - Interview Questions

User profile
Basic demographics

• What is your job title?
• What are your job responsibilities and what a typical day looks like?
• How long have you been at eCraft?
• How long have you been in your current position?

Experiences and attitudes towards usability
Experiences, attitudes, and skill levels related to usability and UI design

• What do you think usability means?
• How would you define a user interface?
• What usability methods you know?
• Which of those you have used in practice at eCraft?
• Has there been discussion on usability at eCraft?

o If yes, by whom? How often?
• Have you got instructions on how to improve usability at eCraft?
• How would you describe company attitude towards usability?
• Would you like to put more effort on usability?

Questions on software development process
What kind of software development process the company is using? Is it always 
similar? Do employees follow this process? What tasks take the longest, are the most 
critical, or are performed most often?
(By asking questions on the latest project I won’t get too generalized answers)

• What kind of projects your team usually works on?
• Describe briefly the last project you were involved?
• What were the phases and tasks in this project?
• How many people were involved in the project? What were their roles?
• What were your tasks and roles?
• Which tasks and phases took most and least of your effort?
• What kind of problems there were during the project?
• What tools, methods and resources you used during the project?
• Did you take usability into account during the project? How?
• Do you consider this project quite ordinary?
• How did it differ from an ordinary project?
• Do you think the current way to develop software is good? Could there be 

some better way?
• Where do you see usability fitting into the software development life cycle?

User Interface design
Basic information about UI design, Major frustrations when trying to achieve goals 
related to the UI design etc.
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• Are you somehow involved in UI design or development? How?
• How and when UI design and development is taken into account in software 

development process?
• How does your team design UIs?
• Do you use some UI design methods?
• What kind of feedback your team has got from the customer/users considering 

user interfaces?

If involved in UI design and development:
• What information you need to design a UI?

o How and in what form you get this information? 
o What kind of problems there are in getting this information? 
o What kind of problems there are in applying this information into UI 

design?
• What kind of problems you've experienced in UI design?
• How do you know when a user interface has usability problems?
• Do you use some systematic way to find usability problems?
• Do you ask for feedback from the customer?
• How do you decide what kind of UI elements to use in design?
• Do you utilize previous design decisions when you design new UIs? How?
• Has there problems in utilizing previous design decisions in new projects?

o What kind of problems?
• How do you approach and solve the UI design problems?

o What kinds of things have speed up the problem solving? 
o How do you think the problem solving could be improved?

• Do you somehow evaluate the quality of the user interface you have designed?
• When you or someone else finds problems in the user interface you have 

designed, do you always try to fix the problems?
• When you find a usability problem in an UI and fix it, how can you say that 

the problem is fixed? Why?
• What kind of UIs are the most difficult to design? Why?
• What kinds of things you think are important to consider in UI design?
• With whom you communicate about the UI design? (team, customer, possible 

users....)
• How much do you rely on others for input into the design or design ideas?
• How much of your output do you create by yourself?
• What kind of tools you use in UI design?

o Do those tools provide some kind of support to design usable UIs? 
o What kind of tool(s) would help you to design usable UIs?

Experiences and attitudes towards usability guidelines & UI design patterns
Experiences, attitudes, and needs.

• What do you think usability guidelines & UI design patterns are?
• Have you used usability guidelines or UI design patterns in your past projects? 

If yes
o Which guidelines/pattems did you use?
o What is your opinion on the existing guidelines or design pattern 

resources?
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o Were there any problems in applying the guidelines or patterns into 
design? What kind of problems?

o Did you find it hard to find a suitable guideline or pattern to a specific 
design problem? Why?

o Do you think using the guidelines or design patterns made it easier and 
faster to design user interfaces?

o Do you think using guidelines or design patterns improved usability?
o What kind of information a usability guideline or pattern should 

contain in your opinion?
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Appendix 3: Questions and results for the first survey 
questionnaire
This appendix presents the results for the first survey questionnaire which was 
arranged before the eCraft UI design pattern library got introduced in the 
organization.

In total, 20 people (N=20) completed this survey. For each close-ended question, 
simple descriptive statistics were produced.

Characteristics of Respondents

First set of questions asked respondents for information about in what team they 
work, and what are their job roles. Frequences and percentage distributions for each 
option are presented.

Respondents by team

Respondents by job role

Statements considering UI design and development at eCraft

In the following, individual item graphs for each statement considering UI design and 
development at eCraft with mean and standard deviation scores are presented.

Survey responses were on a five-point Likert scale (1 = completely disagree, 2 =
somewhat disagree, 3 = neither 
completely agree).

agree nor disagree, 4 = somewhat agree, 5 =

1 consider the user interfaces (%) 0 30 35 20 5 10 Mean: 3,0
developed at eCraft very usable and 
successful. lie

St.Dev.: 0,9

12 3 4 5 don't know
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Communicating UI design ideas to (%} 5 25 25 35 0 10 Mean: 3,0
other project members and/or St.Dev.: 1,0
customers is difficult because of lack ■ ■ ■
of common language.

■ ■ ■
12 3 4 5 don’t know

Designing good Uls is difficult and 0 0 10 65 25 0 Mean: 4,2
time consuming. St.Dev.: 0,6

. 1 ■
12 3 4 5 don't know

Implementing (coding) Uls according (%) 5 15 5 30 25 20 Mean: 3,7
to what was planned is difficult and St.Dev.: 1,3
time consuming. - ■ - I ■ ■

12 3 4 5 don't know
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Appendix 4 - List of UI design patterns in the library

In the following, all the patterns in the library are listed with name, summary, and 
thumbnail image of example usage.

Autocompletion

As the user types into a text field, anticipate the possible answers and automatically 
complete the entry when appropriate.

Button Groups

Present related actions as a small cluster of buttons, aligned either horizontally or 
vertically. Create several of them if there are more than three or four actions.

T OK Cancel Appi)'

Cascading Lists

Express a hierarchy by showing selectable lists of the items in each hierarchy level. 
Selection of any item shows that item’s children in the next list.

EM M
nanonano
nanonano-treated in projects 
Test Project

1: Start
L Throw av.ay the old filter 
2: Insert new fiter 
Iteration 14

<AI>
Data integration (Integrate with t 
Glide Iteration
Gude Iteration (Gude Iteration) 
Gude Iteration (C-ude Iteration)
Gude Iteration (Gude Iteration

Closable Panels

Put sections of content onto separate panels, and let the user open and close each of 
them separately from the others to save screen space.
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Diagonal Balance

Arrange window elements in an asymmetric fashion, but balance it by putting visual 
weight into both the upper-left and lower-right comers.

Extras on Demand

Show the most important content up front, but hide the rest. Let the user reach it via a 
single, simple gesture.

Global Navigation

Using a small section of every view, show a consistent set of buttons or links that take 
the user to key sections of the application or website

Good Defaults

Wherever appropriate, prefill form fields with your best guesses at the values the user 
wants.

Width: Height: 481
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Input Hints

Beside an empty text field, place a sentence or example that explains what is required.

Drive: j E: ▼

Folder:

Example: \\server\share

Browse...

List Builder

Show both the “source” and the “destination” lists on the same window; let user move 
items between them.

Avstotie toobar tutor«. Cuiern toobat totons.

S «partioi - Favcnlo: *
t Map Owe e rksl(ty
t D«com«l Add ) Separator

C? rader: v Pirn
3 FUl Screen v Rerrov« ^Ptutcy

•r. Mai il C '.Proper FlesWetiengorV
<6 See 1 i ’ ■ i L
3 Ear * ▼
<L. ► 4 1 ) ►

Modular Tabs

A lot of text and/or controls needs to be shown, but all of this stuff won’t fit on the 
same view. Structure the content onto separate tabs and stack them up so only one is 
visible at a time.

Regional and Language Options

Regional Options Languages Advanced

Standards and formats

Progress Indicator

Show the user how much progress was made on a time-consuming operation.

Windows Update is looking for available updates...

Related Information

The user needs to find related and/or contextual information regarding content that is 
on the view.
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Task Description
Vacation
Army rehearsal 
Unpaid leave 
Sick leave

All a___I---A.AA rrs.rsn---------_____ >

Responsive Disclosure

Starting with a very minimal UI, guide a user through a series of steps by showing 
more of the UI as he completes each step.

)§l Microsoft Arcads PrxtetP* See 0.60M6 -

,'jf Microsoft Baseline Security Analyzer 1.2.1 Size 3-65MB

Od hew fa ««rt rtormatiy- used Otcaoonaly
Last Used On S/lC/ZODS

To ttunge ths program or remove It from your computer, dekChange cr Remove. Change Remove
1----------- ------------

j§l Microsoft Ches* for Pocket PC (Rerrove Orly) See 096M6

j§l Microsoft Dot<a Access Components K887XX69

Row Striping

Use alternating row colors for making the table more readable.

I Customer Customer code Project name

eCraft Internal Projects INTR42 nanonano
eCraft Internal Projects INTR42 interal test 2
eCraft Internal Projects INTR42 Janne s test project

Search

Provide Search ability to allow users quickly locate the things he is looking for.

I o I liu I ■)

I Type to Search

Structured Format

Instead of using one text field, use a set of text fields that reflect the structure of the 
requested data.

Product key:
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Tooltips and Infotips

As the mouse scrolls over a point of interest on the graphic, put the data values for 
that point into a tooltip or some other floating window.

5"::New Project

&
;r

Two-Panel Selector

Put two side-by-side panels on the interface. In the first, show a set of items that the 
user can select at will; in the other, show the content of the selected item.
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Appendix 5 - A list of the plugins used in the pattern library

The table below lists all the plugins needed to implement the eCraft UI Design 
Pattern Library tool.

Name Version Description and link to the source
bbPress
Integration

0.74 Synchronizes registrations of bbPress installation with 
WordPress blog. By Michael Adams. 
htto://bboress.ore/Dlueins/topic/4

Get Recent 1.5.5. Shows the most recent comments in the sidebar. By
Comments Krischan Jodies.

http://bloe.iodies.de/archiv/2004/ll/13/recent-
comments/

Edit Comments 0.3 beta Allows users to edit their comments for up to 30 
minutes after posting. By Andrew Sutherland. 
http://code.ialenack.com/

Extended Live
Archives

O.lObeta-
rl8

Implements a dynamic archive, inspired by Binary 
Bonsai and the original Super Archives by Jonas Rabbe. 
By Arnaud Froment.
http://www.sonsofskadi.net/extended-live-archive/

FireStats 1.1.5- Web statistics system which shows basic hit statistics,
stable recent popular pages, recent referrers, etc. By Omry 

Yadan.
http://firestats.cc/

Role Manager 1.1.4 Gives new abilities to manage WordPress user Roles. 
http://redalt.com/wiki/Role+Manager

Similar Posts 2.0.10 Displays a list of posts similar to the current one by
beta comparing the way they use words. 

htto://rmarsh.com/olueins/similar-posts/
Subscribe To 2.0.8 Allows readers to receive notifications of new
Comments comments that are posted to an entry. By Mark Jaquith. 

http://txfx.net/code/wordpress/subscribe-to-
comments/

Ultimate Tag
Warrior

3.141592 Ultimate Tag Warrior is a tagging plugin, that’s heavy 
on tag visualization. By Christine Davis. 
http://www.neato.co.nz/ultimate-tag-warrior/

WP-PostRatings 1.0.5 Adds a rating system for posts. By Lester Chan, 
http: / / www.lesterchan.net/wordpress / readme /wp-

Extensions
postratines.html

bbPress 0.8.1 Template-driven PHP/MySQL forum software 
developed by the creators of WordPress. [Open source, 
GPL]
http://bbpress.ore/
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Appendix 6: Statements and results for the second 
survey questionnaire.
This appendix presents the results for the second survey questionnaire which took 
place after the UI design pattern library was introduced and used for one and a half 
months.

In total, 13 people completed this survey.

Respondents by team

Respondents by job role

Software Engineer/Architect 9 (55%)

Business Analyst 1 (8%)

Project/Team Manager 2 (15%)

Other 1 (8%)

How many times you have used the eCraft UI Design Pattern Library this 
far?

How long do you typically spend on the pattern site each time you use it?
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When do you usually use the pattern library? In what kind of situations? 
(Select max. 3 options)

When 1 need to visualize and/or communicate my design ideas to other people 2 (15%)

When 1 write and design scenario descriptions and storyboards 1 (8%)

When 1 draft the initial UI on paper or on whiteboard 0

After 1 have designed the initial UI to find design alternatives etc. 2 (15%)

When 1 code the UI, for guidance on how the patterns used in design should be 
implemented 5 (38%)

After the UI has been already implemented and the customer or someone else 
says the UI is difficult to use, and 1 need to redesign it 0

1 use the pattern library to improve my UI design skills 8 (62%)
1 haven't really used it in my daily work to guide the UI design or 

implementation. 1 just like to play around with it 7 (54%)

Other 0

Statements considering UI design and development at eCraft

Individual item graphs for each statement considering UI design and development at 
eCraft with mean and standard deviation scores. These statements were the same as in 
the first questionnaire, to be able to evaluate the effect of using the pattern library.

Survey responses were on a five-point Likert scale (1 = completely disagree, 2 = 
somewhat disagree, 3 = neither agree nor disagree, 4 = somewhat agree, 5 = 
completely agree).

1 consider the user interfaces (%) O 8 54 23 O 15 Mean: 3,2
developed at eCraft very usable and St.Dev.: 0,6
successful. 1 ■ ■

1 2 3 4 5 don't know

Communicating UI design ideas to (%) 0 15 38 31 8 8 Mean: 3,3
other project members and/or St.Dev.: 0,9
customers is difficult because of lack - 1 ■
of common language. 1 2 3 4 5 don't know

Designing good Uls is difficult and (%) 0 8 8 46 38 0 Mean: 4,2
time consuming. St.Dev.: 0,9

. , 1 1
1 2 3 4 5 don't kno w

Implementing (coding) Uls according (%) 0 15 23 31 15 15 Mean: 3,5
to what was planned is difficult and St.Dev.: 1,0
time consuming.

■ ■ 1 ■ ■
1 2 3 4 5 don't know

Results from the questionnaire I and questionnaire II were compared to estimate the 
reliability of the results. In the following, mean scores, mean differences, standard
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deviations, standard errors, and standard error differences are shown for each 
statement.

mean St.dev. Std.error

1 consider the user interfaces 
developed at eCraft very usable 
and successful 3,00 3,18 0,18 0,91 0,60 0,2 0,17 0,26

Communicating UI design ideas 

to other project members 
and/or customers is difficult 

because of lack of common 
language 3,00 3,33 0,33 0,91 0,89 0,21 0,25 0,33

Designing good Uls is difficult 
and time consuming 4,15 4,15 0 0,59 0,90 0,13 0,25 0,28

Implementing (coding) Uls 
according to what was planned 
is difficult and time consuming 3,69 3,55 -0,14 1,30 1,04 0,29 0,29 0,41

Based on these differences, design pattern library usage had no statistically significant 
effect on UI design and development.

Statements considering usefulness of the UI Design Pattern Library
The same 5-point Likert scale was used as above.

Ql. Using the pattern library is a (%} 69 15 0 8 0 8 Mean: 1,4
waste of time

■ St.Dev.: 0,9

■ I
1 2 3 4 5 don’t kn OW

Q2. 1 use the pattern library only £ CO O
'

U
) o o o 23 Mean: 1,9

when I'm really stuck with the ■ St.Dev.: 0,3
design/implementation, as a 1 ■
last resort 2 3 4 5 don’t kn<)W

Q3. Using patterns in UI design (%) 0 O 8 46 15 31 Mean: 4,1
work improved the quality of St.Dev.: 0,3
the user interfaces . 1 . ■

1 2 3 4 5 don’t kn<»W

Q4. Patterns make UI (%} 8 15 31 31 0 15 Mean: 3,0
implementation (coding) St.Dev.: 1,0
process easier and faster -ill ■

1 2 3 4 5 don’t kn<>W
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Q5. Patterns make UI design 
process easier and faster

(%) 0

1

8 15

■
3

69

1
4

8 Mean: 3,8
St.Dev.: 0,7

don't know

Q6. Patterns help me to improve my (%) 0 0 0 92 8 0 Mean: 4,1
UI design skills I St.Dev.: 0,3

1 2 3 4 don’t kno w

Q7. Patterns make communicating (%) 0 0 8 62 23 8 Mean: 4,2
UI design ideas to other people St.Dev.: 0,6
easier I■ ■ ■

1 2 3 4 5 don't know

Q8. The pattern content contains all (%} 8 0 54 31 0 8 Mean: 3,2
the information 1 need to know St.Dev.: 0,8
when and how to use it in 1 g
design 2 5 don't know

Q9. Design patterns ideas forum is (%) 0 8 15 46 0 31 Mean: 3,6
very useful St.Dev.: 0,7

■ 1 ■
1 3 4 5 don't know

Q10. 1 have a good understanding of (%) 0 8 31 46 8 8 Mean: 3,6
what design pattern are about St.Dev.: 0,8
and 1 know how to use them 1 1

1 4 don't know

Qll. 1 would need more guidance on (%) 0 23 23 23 0 31 Mean: 3,0
how to use design patterns in St.Dev.: 0,9
my daily work ■ ■ ■ ■

1 2 3 4 5 don’t know

Statements considering ease of use and usability of the UI Design Pattern 
Library

■
Q12. 1 am very satisfied with the (%) 0 15 23 46 0 15 Mean: 3,4

design pattern library

■1 ■ 1 ■

St.Dev.: 0,8

1 2 3 4 5 don't know

Q13. Everything on the pattern site is {%) 0 8 15 46 8 23 Mean: 3,7
easy to understand

■ 1 ■

St.Dev.: 0,7

1 3 4 don’t know

■Q14. The pattern library site helps me (%) 0 8 38 38 0 15 Mean: 3,4
find what 1 am looking for

1 1 ■

St.Dev.: 0,7

1 3 4 5 don't know
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Q15. 1 can quickly find the patterns 1 
want on the library

(%) 0

i

8 31 38 0

- 1 ■
2 3 4 5

23

■
don’t know

Mean: 3,4
St.Dev.: 0,8

Q16. 1 like using the pattern library (%) 0 8 38 46 8 0 Mean: 3,5
St.Dev.: 0,8

- 1 1 -
1 2 3 4 5 don’t know

Q17: What were your main reasons for using the pattern library site?
Answers (9 answers in total. Only the relevant answers are listed)

Checking the names of some Ul solutions so I wouldn't have to describe them in detail in 
scenario descriptions.

finding a good Ul standard and common guidance

I like to discuss the patterns and their alternatives.

something to get a clear picture what iam going to implement in Ul

Mostly out of "academic" curiosity. But I do recognize the need for a concious effort to
improve our Ul designs, very much including those made by myself... As such, the design
patterns are useful even if I have no specific favorites among them.

To se how design pattern would work in the context of Ul design 

Wanted to know what it was all about

Get to know it, so I could know what kind of content/value it provides.
Get to learn more about Ul design and usability.

Q18: What kind of things on the pattern site do you find most interesting or 
useful?
Answers (3 answers in total)

examples, pictures and the explanations 

The possibility to comment.

The structure of each pattern, how it is explained and the examples.

Q19: Do you have any additional comments about the pattern library, the 
ideas forum, or this survey?
Answers (4 answers in total. Only the relevant answers are listed)

it could also have some technical forum for developers, where one could post threads about 
some problems or questions, so that other developers could share the knowledge about 
same problems somehow...

Keep up the propaganda. Make people understand that the Pattern library is a Toolbox for 
the development work.

It needs to be marketed better in Vaasa. I think we missed the train since the site didn't 
work at our office when it was launched.
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